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CHAPTER I
• INTRODUCTION
G. F. Monkshood, one of the early Kipling oritios, once said that
he had never met a woman who was a Kiplingite and that if he did meet
one he wouldn't believe it. This work is not intended to be a trea-
tise in defense of women who read Kipling, but it is the product of
one who regards his writing very highly.
The purpose of the study is to determine to what extent Rudyard
Kipling has expressed British imperialism in his poetry. From oasual
examination of the better known poems it seemed to the writer that
there is a ’’glory of England" refrain running through them. Hence a
careful study of each poem was undertaken to verify this hypothesis
and an analysis was made on the basis of an imperialistic philosophy.
The writer tried to restrain herself from waxing enthusiastic over the
poetry and to keep to the problem at hand.
Certain sub-problems presented themselves. The first was to dis-
cover what is meant by the term "England's imperialistic policy." In-
terwoven with this is the question as to just how far baok her im-
perialism extends; also, the question as to whether English statesmen
did formulate an expansion policy, or whether England just grew and
foroed her statesmen into such a polioy. The seoond problem was to in-
vestigate the opinions of other writers on the subjeot, to determine
whether or not they have agreed that Kipling was an imperialistic
poet, and, where advisable, to insert the writer's own opinions for
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whatever they may be worth. Finally, the third task was to read the
poetry with an open mind and to set down every reference whioh points
either for or against British expansion.
After an extensive survey of English history was made, the his-
tory of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was studied in-
tensively. Naturally, a preliminary task was to read several autobio-
graphical and biographioal acoounts of the poet. Upon first considera-
tion of the subject, the writer intended to investigate the complete
works of Rudyard Kipling, prose and poetry; but initial reading dis-
closed the necessity of limiting the study to a narrower field, and the
prose was eliminated. Even then the field was too large to permit care
ful written analysis; so the writer has endeavored to seleot, for more
intensive study, several representative poems from each of the four
groups into whioh the poetry has been divided.
Considered from the angle of imperialism only, the poetry of Rud-
yard Kipling seems to fall into the following natural divisions: first,
the poems, written in the period of England's colonial supremacy, whioh
include for subject matter patriotism, the glory of exploration and the
men on the frontier, the oonoept of the British Empire as a unit made
up of smaller parts, and the pleading for better understanding of condi
tions in the colonies; second, those written in the years of and just
following the Boer Y/ar, warning England of her weaknesses, disolosing
the lessons of the defeats in the Transvaal, and voicing doubt as to
the future; third, the poems written as a warning of a coming war,
urging allianoe with Franoe, warning against the Germans, showing the
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dangers existing because England was not prepared for war, and
finally describing the war; fourth, the poetio contributions following
the First World War, expressing bitterness because of the war, exhibit-
ing an inward and tender patriotism, and still exhorting the people to
maintain a state of fitness.
Every poem quoted may be found in one of two books: Rudyard Kipling's
Verse, Inclusive Edition, 1885-1926
,
and Rudyard Kipling's Verse, Defini-
tive Edition t unless otherwise indicated in a footnote.
Just what is meant by the term impe rialism is a question which had
to be answered before attacking the main problem. Generally speaking
and in dictionary parlanoe, imperialism is a national policy which tends
toward the expansion of national domination and national ideas over a
geographical area other than that of national boundaries. As a policy,
it is as old probably as civilization itself, and involves territorial
expansion for one reason or another — "seeking a place in the sun.’* In
its strictest meaning, imperialism involves the exertion of oentral au-
thority over races and people without giving them any share in the oentral
government.
Empire is a Roman word, imperium
,
implying absolute power, the
centralization of whioh was characteristio of Rome; but the old signifi-
cance of the word has departed in connection with English empire-building,
where the words "dominion” and "commonwealth" are expressive of the newer
interpretation.
A characteristic of British expansion is lack of conscious construc-
tion, absence of an "imperial architect," aooording to Lavell and Payne
I
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in their Imperial England ,y Probably no one, up to the middle of the
sixteenth oentury had actually planned to plant colonies in the modern
sense of the word. Rather, the empire ju3t seemed to grow; and only in
comparatively recent times has the British Empire become sufficiently
conscious of itself as such to develop a policy which might be called
imperialism. For the most part, to use the ideas of the above-mentioned
historians, there has been the slow action of millions of traders and
settlers, each thinking only of his own little problem; and only now and
then has a statesman taken definite action directed toward empire-develop-
ment. Even then, Clive scaroely dreamed that he was laying the foundation
of an Indian Empire; Cook never imagined that Australia would one day be
a mighty cog in the wheel of Britain’s empire; Livingstone could not have
visioned the future whioh South Afrioa was to have.
Eminent writers have tried to put their fingers on a date when an
imperialistic polioy was actually adopted in England. In the following
paragraphs the present writer quotes several. In 1874 Disraeli took
office with the program: ’’The Constitution, the Empire, and Social Reform.'*
2/
Erik Achorn writes of this:
"The first point in Disraeli’s program — signifying that the
fundamentals of the constitution should not be changed — was nega-
tive, and the third received comparatively little attention; the
second was therefore his great bid for popularity. Gladstone and
the Liberals were Littl9 Englanders: they believed that Englishmen
should oonfine their attention and energies to the British Isles,
and that the colonists should shift for themselves. To Disraeli
1/ C, F, Laveil and C. E. Payne, Imperial England . The Macmillan Com-
pany. New York, 1919, ix 4 395 p,
2/ Erik Aohorn, European Civilization and Politios Since 1815 , Harcourt,
Brace and Company, Inc, New York, 1934, p. 230.
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more than to any other individual was due the reawakening of in-
terest in colonial affairs, the revival of the belief that England
ought to shoulder the white man's burden and become a great im-
perial, civilizing power. He it was who originated the theme to
which Kipling gave popular currency in verse,"
1/
Achorn goes on to say:
"After the slump in colonial interest that had characterized
the earlier part of the nineteenth oentury a decided revival of
imperial consciousness took place. It would be difficult to ap-
praise all the factors ,,«• The imperialistic doctrines and
effusions of Disraeli played a considerable part, together with his
acquisition of the Suez Canal and his proclamation of Queen Victoria
as Empress of India, Rhodes and Joseph Chamberlain took up the re-
frain; and Kipling, with his lilting verse, piotured the story of
overseas expansion in terms that all oould aporeoiate,"
2/
Cyril Falls writes:
"If the first name that association summoned to the mind on
mention of the word Imperialism was that of Joseph Chamberlain,
the seoond was undoubtedly Rudyard Kipling. Mr. Kipling was not
only an Imperialist, but seems to have taken very seriously his role
of Imperialist leader,"
V
Writing in the same vein, G. M. Trevelyn says:
"Joseph Chamberlain, as Colonial Secretary, undertook the propa
ganda of a self-conscious Imperialism. The doctrine suited the
spirit of the age. There was need: to attach the white democracies
oversea more closely to the idea of Imperial unity; to secure its
share of new lands, in the scramble then going on for the rest of
the world's unappropriated surface."
y
J. E. Tyler refers to Chamberlain as follows:
the struggle for imperial unity from the first beginnings
of the movement in and around 1868 until Joseph Chamberlain beoame
Colonial Secretary in 1895 #••• Great as the achievements of English
1/ Op. oit. p. 287.
2/ Cyril Falls, Rudyard Kipling, a Critioal Study. Mitchell Kennerley.
New York, 1915, p. 186-187.
3f G. M. Trevelyan, British History in the Nineteenth Century and After .
Longmans, Green and Company. New York, 1938, p. 410#
4/ J. E. Tyler, Struggle for Imperial Unity (1868-1895) . Longmans, Green
and Company. New York, 1938, preface.
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6men have been in introducing a spirit of justice and responsibility
into their dealings with the backward peoples of the earth, their
ability to reconcile cooperation with liberty in the life of an in-
ternational commonwealth has been no less remarkable,"
1/
Andre Chevrillon, brilliant Frenoh writer, says this: "As to Im-
perial patriotism, no one had ever thought of it in 1890. And because
no one had conceived it, desired it, or worked for it, it may be said
that it did not exist •••." In other words, it had just grown without
method or system, just as England seemed to acquire colonies without much
calculation.
Christian Century published a commentary on Kipling written soon
V
after his death. It reads, in part:
"#... this man ^ipling/ •••• 'was, beyong all others, the poet
of British power •••• it is Kipling the poet who turned from the
outposts of 'this world so wide' to rouse England and Englishmen to
a sense of mission as rulers of the globe ....
"It has become somewhat the fashion to sneer at Kipling's im-
perialism. Read today such lines as are found in 'The White Man's
Burden,' even such a line as creeps into the muted 'Recessional'
regarding the 'lesser breeds without the law’ strikes a note of
assurance and of power which to our disillusioned and frantic minds,
sounds totally false. But those lines were not false to the Diamond
jubilee in 1897, nor to the Anglo-Saxon world which, at the turn of
the century, hailed America's plunge into imperialism as another
outworking of manifest destiny. Right here, in fact, is the truth
which most needs to be remembered about Rudyard Kipling: he did not
evoke the day of his exaltation; he was evoked by it."
Probably the question cannot be answered better than in the words
of Kioling himself, in a speech to the Canadian Club in October, 1907;
1/
he called his address Imperial Relations .
"Now the idea of our Empire as a community of men of allied
race and identical aims, united in comradeship, comprehension, and
l/ Andr^T Chevrillon, Three Studies in English Literature. Doubleday, Pag
and Company. New York, 1923, 'p. 2>1.
2/ "Rudyard Kipling," Christian Century (January 29, 1936) 53: 184-186.
3/ Rudyard Kipling, A Book of Words . Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.
New York, 1928, p. 23-24# *

7sympathy, is no new thing. It grew up in the hearts of all our
people with their national growth as the peoples in the Empire
grew to the stature of distinct nations. None can say where it
was born, but we all know the one man who in our time gave present
life to that grand conception. Our children will tell their sons
of the statesman who in the evening of his days, crowned with
years and honour, beheld what our Empire might be made, who stepped
aside from the sheep-traoks of little politicians, who put from
him ease, comfort, friendship, and lost even health itself that he
might inspire and lead a young generation to follow him along the
new path. We ourselves are too near the man and his work to under-
stand the full significance of Joseph Chamberlain.”
The present writer is assuming that somewhere between 1750 and 1850
the British Empire actually came into being, beoause in that time the
American Colonies were lost but Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, and India were gained.
On the following pages the writer has attempted to show that in the
writings of Rudyard Kipling are mingled a sense of pride in and responsibi-
lity for England to such an extent that there was a great growth of national
sentiment
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CHAPTER II
THE PERIOD OF ENGLAND* S COLONIAL SUPREMACY
Early Life of Kipling
John Lockwood Kipling and his bride spent their honeymoon beside
a little lake in England called Rudyard $ and so when, on Deoember 30,
1866, a son was born to them in Bombay, India, he was named Rudyard.
So, at any rate, runs the story which Edmonia Hill wrote for the Atlan-
1/
tic Monthly . Rudyard spent his early childhood in India, and this
environment seems to have made a deep impression on the sensitive child*
Here he spoke, thought, and "dreamed, " as he says in his autobiography,
in Indian.
Six of the very impressionable years of his childhood were most un-
pleasantly spent in England with a woman who made a business of boarding
the children of parents stationed in India. Of this period in his life
2f
Kipling says: "Nor was my life an unsui table preparation for my future,
in that it demanded constant wariness, the habit of observation, and atten-
dance on moods and tempers; the noting of discrepancies between speeoh and
action; a certain reserve of demeanour; and automatic suspicion of sudden
favors*"
As a youngster he tells us he read Emerson's poems and Bret Harte's
stories; the latter type of "local oolor" writing apparently influenced
1/ Edmonia E . Hill , "Young Kipling", Atlantic Monthly (Aoril, 1S36) 157:
407*
2/ Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself * Doubleday, Doran and Company,
Inc. Garten City, New York, 1937, p. 17*
- 8-
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9him more than the work of the former* Perhaps the years 1878 to 1882,
i/
when he lived with "three dear ladies *••• in a house filled with
books, peace, kindliness, patience and what to-day would be called
’culture.’ But it v/as national atmosphere." also left their mark upon
him* He was formally eduoated at the United Service College, Westward
Ho, at North Devon* Stalky & Co * reveals some of the happenings at this
institution, end he admits that he and two friends were the originals of
Beetle, M’Turk, and Stalky* At this school an English and Classics master
taught him the power of words, how they could be used as weapons* Cer-
tainly this is a lesson which he never forgot; indeed, he surpassed the
1/
master. Of this master he says: "C- taught me to loathe Horace for
two years; to forget him for twenty, and then to love him for the rest
of my days and through many sleepless nights."
At the age of sixteen years and nine months he returned to India to
be "fifty per cent of the ’editorial staff’ of the one daily paper of
1/
the Punjab
. . .
.
"
His first job was with the Civil and Military
Gazette at Lahore; a few years later he worked for the Pioneer at Allaha-
bad. Ris early poems were published in these newspapers, at first just
as "fillers." High praise indeed came from one of the printers, Pukn Din,
when he said to the budding young poet, "Your poetry very good, Sah. Just
coming proper length today. You giving more soon?"
His first book, published when he was only twenty, he called Depart-
mental Ditties
,
end a few poems from it are included in this paper. The
l/ Op. cit. p. 25.
2/ Op. cit. p. 37.
3/ Op. cit. p. 46.
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book is a collection of newspaper verses on Anglo-Indian life; already he
was beginning to put in writing his observations on the teeming life
V
around him. Concerning the value of his newspaper work, he writes:
M
# ... I made my own experiments in the weights, colours, per-
fumes, 8nd attributes of words in relation to other words, either
as read aloud so that they may hold the ear, or, scattered over
the page, draw the eye. There is no line of my verse or prose
which has not been mouthed till the tongue has made all smooth, and
memory, sfter many reoitals, has mechanically skipped the grosser
superfluities.”
The poems quoted subsequently are evidence of the success of these ex-
periments.
In 1889 he returned to England, and two years later Mr. Henry James,
in a forgotten preface of an obscure American volume, wrote a passage
y
enumerating Mr. Kipling's qualities:
"His extreme youth is indeed what I may call his window-bar —
the support on which he somewhat rowdily leans while he looks down
at the human scene with his pipe in his teeth; just as his other
conditions (to mention only some of them) are his prodigious
facility, which is only less remarkable than his stiff selection;
his unabashed temperament, his flexibile talent, his smoking-room
manner, his familiar friendship with India — established so rapidly,
and so completely under his control; his delight in battle, his
'cheek' about women — and indeed about men and everything; his
determination not to be duped, his 'imperial' fibre, his love of
the inside view, the private soldier, and the primitive man.”
Kipling's meeting in London with Wolcott Balestier, a young American
writer, was destined to be important, because in 1892 he married Wolcott's
sister Caroline. The young Kiplings left for a 'round the world trip,
l/“OpT ciV. pT~78.
2/ Philip Guedalla , A Gallery . G, P. Putnam's Sons. New York, 1924,
p. 31.
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but beoause an Oriental bank failed and they had no money to finish
the trip, the honeymooners found themselves in Mrs. Kipling's native
Vermont. Of the four years spent in Amerioa, Kipling says little in
his autobiography. Inoidentally
,
the title of this book. Something of
Myself
,
is significant because it is just that and not a complete account
of all phases of the poet's life. If the v/riter dwells to some extent
on the Vermont phase of Kipling’s life, it is partly because all Ameri-
cans are naturally interested in this period and partly because she has
relatives who just remember seeing Beatty Balestier and that young
English writer Kipling driving along the streets of Brattleboro, Ver-
mont, behind high-spirited horses.
And vhat was he like, that man about whom so many legends have
1/
sprung up, especially in this oountry? Irvin S. Cobb says:
that's he like? Well, to me he appeared, at first flush, a
combination of Theodore Roosevelt, William Travers Jerome, and Bob
Davis. He has a big jaw and he wears shiny glasses and shows his
teeth like Theodore Roosevelt, and he's a short man and blocky, with
a big strong hand .... He's not a bit blas^, he isn't Englishy
English — that is, not in an unpleasant sense — but is a cosmo-
politan in the real meaning of the word.”
There have been two schools of thought, positive and negative,
about Kipling's intention of making Vermont his permanent heme. "Nau-
lahka,” the home which he built just outside of Brattleboro, is cer-
tainly a good substantial mansion, not just a temporary shelter; and
y
on the positive side of the question, an actor who knew him well wrote:
but for quarrel with his brother-in-law would probably have be-
come an American citizen.” But how strange that this imperialist, this
I/ Around the World With Kipling . Double day. Page and Company. Garden
City
,
New York,’ 1927 ,' p.' 14-15.
2/ Charles Dutton, "He Knew Kipling", Commonweal (June 3, 1938) 28:155.
.
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lover of England, this true son of the Empire, should even indioate an
interest in "becoming a citizen of a little Vermont townl
Holdover, in 1895 he had a private post-office built at a oross road
near his home and named it ’’Waite” after the post-mistress. Mail was
pouring in to the young writer in great quantities, and it is said that
he even contemplated having his own private railroad station. The best
known of his works written in this country are Jungle Books and Captains
Courageous .
On the positive side of the argument, with which the writer sides, are
the many stories dealing with his irritation at America and his unquestion-
able devotrion to England. Visiting ”writin' folks” were not common to the
Windham County Yankees, and of the many stories extant, the following is
y
typical:
’’One of Kipling's enoounters was with no less a tycoon than
Edward Bok, the oelebrated and ever-so-proper editor of The Ladie s'
Home Journal . He had bought the story called, William the Conqueror .
If you look it up, you will find there is a passage in which two
exhausted men refresh themselves with whisky and soda. Bok wrote a
letter advising him that 'the office rules of The Ladies' Home Jour-
nal prohibit the mention of alcohol in any form' and asking him to
ohange or delete the paragraph. Now a legend went around writing
circles that Kipling replied suggesting that Bok make the whisky-
soda a dish of mellen's food.”
Incidentally, Bok yielded and printed the story as it was written by
y
Kipling. Another story is:
seme of the shrewd Yankees of Windham County, Vermont,
had an inspiration. They discovered that a check for a couple of
dollars signed by Rudyard Kipling could be sold for far more than its
face value. The result was that his bank book was always in a state
1f Loweli Thomas, Great Kipling Stories, Together With a Life of Rudyard
Kipling . John C. Winston Company. Philadelphia, Pa., 1936, p. 47.
7j Op. oit. p. 46.
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of confusion because of uncashed checks* One day he went to Boston
to buy books. Framed and hanging in a bookshop for sale he saw a
oheok that he had issued in payment for a case of beer* As soon as
he returned hone, he locked up his oheok book and thereafter paid all
his bills in cash."
His interest in American names is shown in the Just So Stories
,
where
the Whale opened his mouth wide and wide and wide, and said, ’change
here for Winchester, Ashuelot, Nashua, Keene, and stations on the Fit ch-*
burg Road* i just as he said 'Fitch* the Mariner walked out of his mouth
At the height of his famous quarrel with his brother-in-law, the
fiery Beatty Balestier, the Kiplings, hating the court and newspaper
publicity, moved back to England and never again returned to Vermont.
Henry Seidel Canby's explanation for the rift is that Kipling belonged to
the nineteenth oentury, and the reason for his unhappiness in America was
due only partly to his quarrel with Balestier and more to the fact that
1/
he found in America decided twentieth century ideas.
Poems of Patriotism
Kipling believed in England's right to empire; in fact, because of
her fitness he felt it was her sacred obligation to defend and extend her
territory. He always painted British imperialism as a moral enterprise,
usually as the establishment of order where there had been villainous
tyranny or bloody anarchy before. In other words, the Englishman had no
right to keep to himself his genius for government. He was morally bound
to put it at the services of people not possessed of true political
l/ Henry Seidel Canby, "Kipling — the Great Colonial", Saturday Review
of Literature (January 25, 1936) 13: p.3-44.
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instinots. The application of a certain amount of force would be un-
avoidable, but an Englishman would apply this force in as humane a
fashion as possible,
1/
Concerning the souroe of his imperialism, Cyril Falls states:
"Mr# Kipling’s Imperialism is something that will be found
inevitable from a study of the writer and the man. Its roots
are imbedded in just those qualities from which spring his mosi;
characteristic poetry and verse. It draws nourishment from his
love of action, his love of order, a delight in — that slmost
mounts to a worship of — speed and strength and cleanness and
energy. No man echoes more loudly the cry: ’My country, may she
be always right! But — right or wrong — my country! ••••
“it draws nourishment also, we cannot doubt-, frcm his
passionate love of England and his belief in the English race as
a civilizing force. The Bridge Builders is a paean of the
English. A brilliant young engineer has built a great bridge
across the Ganges, all supported by the patent steel truss which
bears his name. Just as it is complete comes a terrible storm
and flood; the river seems to rise in her wrath to overwhelm the
man who has bridled her and destroy his work. That night, in the
midst of the storm, he hears the gods discussing, hears Mother
Gunga in the form of a crooodile bring her plaint before them,
and ask for strength to sweep away this obstruction that the cur-
sed white man lias set up. Krishna tells her that it is useless.
’To-morrow sees them at work. Aye, if ye swept the bridge out frcm
end to end they would begin anew. 1 When he wakes he finds his
bridge intact."
This enthusiasm for work is found in the following poem which shows
how the people, even after they have worked hard all their lives, will
continue to work in the next life purely for the joy of working.
When Earth’s Last Picture is Painted
Wien Earth’s last picture is painted and the tubes are
twisted and dried.
When the oldest colours have faded, and the youngest critic
has died.
We shall rest, and, faith, we shall need it — lie down for an
aeon or two.
Till the Master of All Good Workmen shall put us to work
anew.
11 Op. cit/p. 189-190.
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And those that were good shall be happy: they shall sit in a
golden chair;
They shall splash at a ten-league canvas with brushes of
comets' hair.
They shall find real saints to draw from — Magdalene, Peter,
and Paul;
They shall wnrk for an age at a sitting and never be tired at
all 1
And only The Master shall praise us, and only The Master
shall blame;
And no one shall work for money, and no one shall work for
fame
,
But each for the joy of the working, and each, in his separate
star.
Shall draw the Thing as he sees It for the God of Things as
They arel
That the job belongs to the man who oan do it is another of Kip-
ling's themes. For example, since the inhabitants of India had bene-
fited by English rule, and English rule over them had been established
by war, then readiness for war, to defend them — who oould not defend
themselves — against other nations who would do less for them than the
British had, was essential.
1/
Richard LeGallienne, usually a severe critic of Kipling, writes:
one of the first notes to be struck by Mr. Kipling, a note -that
has reverberated as from an iron string through all his subsequent
writings, lias been that an Englishman’s first duty is his duty to England.”
He feels that Kipling glorifies war too much and hits too harshly at the
1/
stay-at-home man of peace. His words are:
’’"Why not speak the truth? Conquests do not result from the
exercise of the Christian virtues, but from their direct opposites;
and, broadly speaking, the men who have made the British Empire may
l/ Richard LeGallienne
,
Rudyard Kipling: a Criticism . John Lane: The
Bodley House, New York, 1900, p. 48
2j Op. oit. p. 130-131.
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have been Christians in their private hours, hut, while they did the
publio business, they were many very different things besides* Of
course, faithfully speaking, there has never been a Christian nation,
and never will be. A really Christian nation oould not exist five
minutes*"
"Like any other nation we conquer countries for the purely sel-
fish and natural purpose of extending our trade. It is a natural
law; but it is not a Christian proceeding, and we are the only
Christian nation that pretends it is*"
In time of war, however, every nation invokes the blessing of God
upon whatever it is trying to do* In the Civil War, each faction. North
and South, asked for Divine blessing on its cause. Therefore, why criti-
cize Kipling who just did it a little better than anyone else?
A theme running through many of Kipling's poems is that of the
superiority of Englishmen as a race. Typical of a number of this group
is "England's Answer*" Kipling frequently glorifies "the blood" —
English blood — in other poems as well as in this one; here he urges all
men who belong to "Our House" always to gather together and make "the Law"
so that there will always be unity in the general policy of the empire.
In the second line he speaks proudly of the pride — or arrogance — which
he reoognizes is characteristic of the English.
England ' s Answer
Truly ye oome of The Blood j slower to bless than to ban.
Little used to lie down at the bidding of any man —
Flesh of the flesh that I bred, bone of the bone that I bare;
Stark as your sons shall be — stern as your fathers were.
Deeper than speeoh our love, stronger than life our tether.
But we do not fall on the neck nor kiss when we come together.
Sons, I have borne many sons, but my dugs are not dry.
Look, I have made ye a place and opened wide the doors.
That ye may talk together, your Barons and Councillors —
Wards of the Outer Maroh, Lords of the Lower Seas,
Ay, talk to your grey mother that bore you on her knees! —
That ye may talk together, brother to brother's face —
Thus for the good of your peoples — thus for the Pride of the Raoe.
Also, we will make promise. So long as The Blood endures,
I shall know that your good is mine: ye shall feel that my
strength is yours:
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In the day of Armageddon, at the last great fight of all.
That Our House stand together and the pillars do not fall.
Draw now the threefold knot firm on the ninefold bands.
And the Law that ye make shall be law after the rule of your
lands.
This for the waxen Heath, and that for the Wattie-bloom.
This for the Maple-leaf, and that for the Southern Broom,
The Law that ye make shall be law and I do not press my will.
Because ye are Sons of The Blood and call me Mother still.
Now must ye speak to your kinsmen and they must speak to you.
After the use of the English, in straight-flung words and few.
Go to your work and be strong, halting not in your ways.
Baulking the end half-won for an instant dole of praise.
Stand to your work and be wise — certain of sword and pen.
Who are neither children nor Gods, but men in a world of men!
Notice how typical of the English are lines five and sixl Although they
may not always show their love for one another, there is a kindred spirit
binding them together. Certainly, at least, that is the idea Kipling is
trying to force on his readers. By the threefold knot ho means England,
Scotland, and Ireland, and by the ninefold bands, Canada, Australia, South
Africa, New Zealand, India, West Indies, Newfoundland, Tropical Dependen-
cies in the East, and the South Sea Islands.
In another poem, "The Return,” Kipling tries to justify men's willing
sacrifices for their country. According to this poem, a man has endured
the horrors of war and has returned to his home at *Aokneystadt a different
person from "the average kid" who left before the war. In his simple way
he is trying to explain just why he has gladly gone through such terrible
experiences for a country which on the surface appears to be cold and de-
cidedly materialistic; he finally decides that it is because England
isn't what she seems, but is indeed the land of his ideals. Kipling is
explaining, through the soldier, why a man oan be proud to be an English-
mans beoause underneath her cold exterior is a something which reaches the
soul of every one of her children — a something which the soldier cannot
put into words.
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The Return
Peace is declared, an' I return
To 'Aokneystadt
,
but not the same;
Things 'ave transpired -which made me learn
The size and moanin’ of the game.
I did no more than others did,
I don’t know viiere the change began.
I started as a average kid,
I finished as a thinkin' man.
If England was what England seems
,
not the England of our dreams
.
But only putty, brass, an’ paint
,
*Ow quick -we’d drop 'er l But she ain’t!
Before my gappin’ mouth oould speak
I 'eard it in my comrade's tone.
I saw it on my neighbour's cheek
Before I felt it flush my own.
An’ last it come to me — not pride.
Nor yet conceit, but on the 'ole
(If suoh a term may be applied(
,
The makin's of a bloomin’ soul.
Rivers at night that cluck an' jeer.
Plains which the moonshine turns to sea.
Mountains which never let you near.
An' stars to all eternity;
An’ the quick-breathin' dark that fills
The 'ollows of the wilderness.
When the wind worries through the 'ills ~
These may 'ave taught me more or less.
Towns without people, ten times took.
An' ten times left an' burned at last;
An' starvin' dogs that come to look
For owners #ien a column passed;
An' quiet, 'omesick talks between
Men, met by night
,
you never knew
Until — 'is face — by the shellfire seen —
Once — an' struck off. They taught me too.
The day's lay-out — the mornin' sun
Beneath your 'at brim as you sight;
The dinner 'ush from noon till one.An* * the full roar that lasts till night;
An' the pore dead that look so old
An' was so young an hour ago.
An' legs tied down before they're cold —
These are the things which make you know.
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Also Time runnin' into years —
A thousand Places left be’ind —
An' Men from both two 'emispheres
Discussin' things of every kind;
So much more near than I ’ad known.
So much more great than I 'ad guessed —
An' me, like all the rest, alone —
But reaohin’ out to all the rest!
So 'ath it come to me -- not pride.
Nor yet conceit, but on the 'ole
(if such a term may be applied).
The makin's of a bloomin' soul.
But now, discharged, I fall away
To do with little things a 6ain . . • •
Gawd, 'oo knows all I cannot say.
Look after me in Thame sfonte ini
If England was what England seems
.
An* not the England of our dreams
.
But only putty, brass, an' paint
,
*Ow quick we'd chuck *er l But she ain't!
Nearly everyone is familiar with "Recessional", written for Vic-
toria's Diamond Jubilee, The Times had asked Kipling for a contribu-y
tion to the Jubilee, At the last moment he wrote the editor: "En-
closed please find my sentiments on things — which I hope are yours.
We've been blowing up the trumpets of the new moon a little too much
for white men, and it's about time we sobered down," Later he was asked
to name his own price for his contribution, whioh ’was "Recessional", and
he declined to accept a penny.
Recessional
God of our fathers, known of old.
Lord of our far-filing battle line.
Beneath whose awful Hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine —
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest we forget — lest we forget
l
1/ Chevrillon, Op, cit., p, 126
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The tumult and the shouting dies;
The Captains and the Kings de parti
Still stands Thine ancient sacrifice.
And humble and a contrite heart.
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest we forget — lest we forget!
Far-called, our navies melt away;
On dune and headland sinks the fire;
Lo, all our pomp of yesterday
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!
Judge of the Nations, spare us yet.
Lest we forget — lest we forget
1
If, drunk with sight of power, we loose
Wild tongues that have not Thee in awe.
Such boastings as the Gentiles use.
Or lesser breeds without the Law —
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest we forget — lest we forget!
For heathen heart that puts her trust
In reeking tube and iron shard.
All valiant dust that builds on dust.
And guarding, calls not Thee to guard.
For frantic boast and foolish word ~
Thy mercy on Thy people. Lord!
After five stanzas suggesting a congregation rapt in prayer, after the
pomp, shouting and blare of trumpets, there comes to the reader a re-
minder of God. Yf. B. Parker, in The Religion of Mr, Kipling
,
says,
that throughout Great Britain and the colonies there went a thrill of
oontrite and reverent patriotism such as the English have seldom felt.
The Victorian Age was more than a British epooh; it was a world
epoch. The world was open as it never had been; men traveled and worked
where they wished, without passports or permits, and everybody’s money
was good in anybody’s banks. Only the prophetic could foresee, through
the visions of great minds, that the wheel was turning; and Kipling,
the glorifier of empire, was able to cry, ’*Lad God of Hosts, be with us
yet, lest we forget!’*
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In his dignified, sonorous verses he refers with simple pride to
the English as the chosen people of the earth, all others being "lesser
breeds withoirfc the law," But — and this seems most important of all —
in spite of the fact that all England, most of the world, probably, was
singing Victoria's praises and marveling at her cominand over "palm and
pine", Kipling had the courage to issue this note of warning, begging
the people not to be too smug in their glory but to remember that one
day all their grandeur would be "one with nineveh and Tyre" unless they
became humble in the sight of the Lord.
The writer believes that the sombrely elegiac dignity of this
hymn is unequalled in English literature; Mr. LeGallienne, hov/ever, be-
i/„
oomes rather sarcastic when he discusses it: Does Mr. Kipling literally
believe that there is a Lord God of Hosts whom we please by our commercial
conquests, and by whose favour victory sits uoon our helms?" Mr. Phelps,
2/
however, voices the writer's opinion on the permanence of the poem:
"•••• 'The Recessional' stirred the religious consciousness
of the whole English-speaking race. And although much of his
subsequent oareer seems to be a nullification of the sentiment of
that poem, it will remain imperishable when the absent-minded
beggars and the flannelled fools have reached the oblivion they so
richly deserve."
Exploration Glorified
Kipling felt that it was the duty of the English to hold to the
faith of their fathers and keep the law of Imperial Mission. Such a
duty involved ceaseless exploration. In "A Song of the English," as in
"Recessional," Kipling is boasting of the Lord’s love for any who are
l/ Richard LeGallienne, Rudyard Kipling: a Criticism . John Lane: The
Bodley Head, New York, 1900,
~p. 129.
Z/ William Lyon Phelps, Essays on Modem Novelists . The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York, 1910, p. 212.
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English; but here, too, he pleads for a more humble attitude, saying,
"Humble ye, my people, and be fearful in your mirth!" The idea that
the Lord is on the side of the English in their conquests is, of course,
an old psychological device for securing the whole-hearted support of
the masses. He made colonial expansion seem not only the duty of every
man to England but more — a divine-impelled prerogative. The poem
begins:
Fair is our lot — 0 goodly is our heritage!
(Humble ye, my people, and be fearful in your mirth!)
For the Lord our God Most High
He hath made the deep as dry.
He hath smote for us a pathway to the ends of all the Earth!
He even goes as far as to say that if the English ever have done wrong,
it was because of evil leaders whom the Lord shall punish in good time.
Yea, though we sinned, and our rulers went from righteousness —
Deep in all dishonour though we stained our garments' hems.
Oh be ye not dismayed.
Though we stumbled and we strayed
,
We were led by evil counsellors -- the Lord shall deal with them!
Hold ye the Faith — the Faith our Fathers sealed us;
Shoring not with visions -- overwise and overstale.
Except ye pay the Lord
Single heart and single sword.
Of your children in their bondage He shall ask them treble-tale!
Then in the fourth stanza he urges the people to build, to develop, and
in all their conquests to glorify England.
Keep ye the Law — be swift in all obedience —
Clear the land of evil, drive the road and bridge the ford.
Make ye sure to each his own
That he reap where he hath sown;
By the peace among Our peoples let men know we serve the Lord!
Play the game aooording to the rules — the rules of British Empire —
is his message, and above all carry the name of England to distant
shores!
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First the explorer, then the colonizer — that is the order of
events; "The Explorer" celebrates and explains the former of the impor-
tant pair. Yihat makes a man leave a snug little home on the outskirts
of a border station? A Vi/hisper, Kipling answers, meaning the spirit of
exploration whioh draws the man by its strong, resistless power across
great mountains and through incredible hardships. Here again, as in
other poems, Kipling gives the impression that England's explorers and
conquerors are divinely inspired, as in: "It's God's present to our
nation. Anybody might have found it but — His Yfaisper came to Mel"
As a sample of the long poem, the writer has chosen the following stanzas:
"There's no sense of going further — it's the edge of cul-
tivation,"
So they said, and I believed it — broke my land and sowed
my crop —
Built my barns and strung my fences in the little border
station
Tucked away below the foothills where the trails run out
and stop:
Till a voice, as bad as Conscience, rang interminable
changes
On one everlasting Yfliisper day and night repeated — so:
"Something hidden. Go and find it. Go and look behind
the Ranges —
"Something lost behind the Ranges. Lost and waiting for
you. Gol"
The poem goes on to show that as soon as the man settles, the Whisper
comes to him and incites him to further exploration. There is present
at ajl times a longing for distant horizons on the part of the adven-
turers and discoverers to whom England is so greatly indebted.
Kipling shows great sympathy for the impulse towards expansion —
the impulse driving the people out to subdue and possess. Now certainly
he has mastered the "words" mentioned previously! In them there is a
virility which appeals to the illiterate as well as to the scholarly.
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How dearly he reflects the restless energy impelling the people, by
fair means or foul, to overcame and subdue the globe!
Certainly "The TiVhite Man's Burden" influenced American thought as
well as British conoeming imperialism. Shortly after the signing of
the Treaty of Paris in 1898 between the United States and Spain, the
United States annexed Cuba and the Philippines, since to leave them
free was felt to be worse for them than they had been under Spanish rule
In spite of a constitution whioh made no provision for imperial responsi
bilities, the United States had to take up the "White Man's Burden of
imperial charges and assume care of the semi-civilized islands taken
from Spain. This poem originally appeared in The Times with the sub-
title "An Address to the United States"; no doubt Kipling was pointing
a finger at the people who had shown open hostility toward Britain's
imperialism. Kipling explains in the poem that if a nation — England
or the United States — would follow the course of empire, toil, fatigue
and mi sunderstanding would be necessary. Again his old theme, the
duty of conquest, appears.
Take up the Y«hite Man's burden —
Send forth the best ye breed —
Go bind your sons to exile
To serve your captives' need;
To wait in heavy harness.
On fluttered folk and wild —
Your new-caught, siillen peoples.
Half-devil and half-child.
Take up the Yihite Man's burden —
In patience to abide.
To veil the threat of terror
And check the show of pride;
By open speech and simple.
An hundred times r.ade plain.
To seek another's profit.
And work another's gain.
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Take up the White Man’s burden —
The savage wars of peace —
Fill full the mouth of Famine
And bid the sickness cease;
And when your goal is nearest
The end for others sought.
Watch Sloth and heathen Folly
Bring all your hope to nought.
Take up the White Man's burden —
No tawdry rule of kings
,
But toil of serf and sweeper —
The tale of common things.
The ports ye shall not enter.
The roads ye shall not tread.
Go make them vdth your living.
And mark them with your dead.
Take up the Vfaite Man's burden —
And reap his old reward:
The blame of those ye better.
The hate of those ye guard —
The cry of hosts ye humour
(Ah, slowly!) toward the light: —
"Why brought ye us from bondage,
"Our loved Egyptian night?"
Take up the White Man's burden —
Ye dare not stoop to less —
Nor oall too loud on Freedom
To cloak your weariness;
By all ye cry or whisper.
By all ye leave or do.
The silent, sullen peoples
Shall weight your Gods and you.
Take up the Yi/hite Man's burden —
Have done with childish days —
The lightly proffered laurel.
The easy, ungrudged praise.
Comes now, to search your manhood
Through all the thankless years.
Cold, edged with dear-bought wisdom.
The judgment of your peers!
1/
Onoe more Mr. LeGallienne pours acid on the subject:
"They /^Recessional* and 'The Yshite Man's Burden^/ are poli-
tical catch-words imbedded in rather spirited hymns, end they are
XJ O'pV cit . p. 63-64
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in no sense the work of Rudyard Kipling the poet, hut rather of
Rudyard Kipling unofficial K.P. for British Possessions ...» Their
prestige is exactly that of ’The Open Boor,’ ’Spheres of Influ-
ence,’ and such phrases; end the natural place for them was in a
speech by Mr. Chamberlain, or for a really graceful setting - Lord
Roseberry."
Paul Elmer More summarizes the effect of 'The White Man's Burden” muoh
1/
to the liking of the present writers
"Probably what first impresses every one •••• is the imperial-
istic temper of the poet; his earnest conviction that the English
race, 'the Sons of the Blood,' are destined to sweep over the earth
and fulfil the law of order and civilization. 'After the use of
the English, in straight-flung words and few,' he has sung in his
stave ••*. so lustily that the hearts of the toilers in the fields
and of the 'dreamers, dreaming greatly, in the man-stifled town,’
have leaped in response to his call. So great is the influence of
hymns like the ^Recessional' and 'The fthite Man's Burden’ that to
his fame as a poet has been added sane thing of the authority of a
statesman; he has made himself, as no other poet before him,
accepti pars imperii ."
The Men on the Frontier
In "Hymn Before Action" Kipling is singing a song that must have
gone straight to the hearts of the fighting Englishmen; he is praying
to the Lord of Battle vdth an implication in the prayer that of course
the Lord is on the side of England. There is no thought of having to
convince Heaven that England is right — that is an established faot.
Just as the Lord has always in the past been on the side of England,
so must He be in the present oonflict. It is, of course, the assump-
tion of every war-involved nation. The first eight lines of the poem
impress the writer as being far greater than the rest; there is a
solemn, martial dignity in them which is lost thereafter.
l/ Paul Elmer More , Shelburne Essays .
1905, p. 107-108.
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, Hew York,
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Hymn Before Aotion
The earth is full of anger.
The seas are dark with wrath.
The Nations in their harness
Go up against our path:
Ere yet we loose the legions —
Ere yet we draw the blade,
Jehovah of the Thunders,
Lord God of Battles, aid!
High lust and forward bearing.
Proud heart, rebellious brow —
Deaf ear end soul uncaring,
Yve seek Thy mercy now!
The sinner that foreswore Thee,
The fool that passed Thee by.
Our times are known before Thee -
Lord, grant us strength to diel
For those who kneel beside us
At altars not Thine own.
Who laok the lights that guide us
Lord, let their faith atonel
If wrong we did to call them.
By honour bound they oamej
Let not Thy Wrath befall them.
But deal to us the blame.
From panio, pride, and terror.
Revenge that knows no rein —
Light haste and lawless error.
Protect us yet again*
Cloke Thou our undeserving.
Make firm the shuddering breath
In silence and unswerving
To taste thy lesser death.
Ah, Mary pierced with sorrow.
Remember, reach and save
The soul that comes to-morrow
Before the God that gavei
Since each was born of woman.
For each at utter need —
True comrade and true foeman —
Madonna, intercede!
E’en now their vanguard gathers.
E’en now we face the fray —
As Thou diJst help our fathers.
Help Thou our host to-day.
Fulfilled of signs and wonders.
In life, in death made clear —
Jehovah of the Thunders,
Lord God of Battles, hear!
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He shows pride in the men who have made and will make the Empire
possible, a pride in quiet service.
"The Song of the Dead" also praises the men who have built the
Empire. This poem, like "The Explorer," praises those who preceded the
oolonizers and bestows upon them divine inspiration. Here, too, the
desire to push back the horizon is referred to as "the Miisperj" Kip-
ling justifies exploration in the lines: "Came the Y.hisper, came the
Vision, came the Power with the Need, Till the Soul that is not man's
soul was lent us to lead." That it was Heaven-ordained for the Bri-
tish to spread over the globe is one of the messages of this poem, and
the men who died in the North, South, East, and Y/est in order that the
Empire might become a reality are honored. Part of the poem is:
Y/e were dreamers, dreaming greatly, in the man-stifled town;
We yearned beyond the sky-line where the strange reads go
down.
Came the VJhisper, oame the Vision, came the Pov/er with the
Need
,
Till the Soul that is not man's soul was lent us to lead.
As the deer breaks — as the steer breaks -- from the herd
where they graze.
In the faith of little children we went on our ways.
Then the wood failed — then the food failed — then the last
water dried —
In the faith of little children we lay down and died.
On the sand-drift — on the veldt- side — in the fern- sc rub we
lay.
That our sons might follow after by the bones on the way.
Follow after — follow afterl Y/e have watered the root.
And the bud 1ms come to blossom that ripens for fruit
l
Follow after — we are waiting, by the trails that we lost.
For the sounds of many footsteps, for the tread of a host.
Follow after — follow after — for the harvest is sown:
By the bones about the wayside ye shall come to your own!
Two poems praising individual men for their contributions to the
Empire are inoluded here; the writer has chosen "Things and the Man"
and "The Burial." "In Kemoriam, Joseph Chamberlain," and the line
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from Genesis reading: "And Joseph dreamed a dream, and he told it his
brethren and they hated him yet the more," preface the former. Kipling
had always admired Joseph Chamberlain greatly, and his veneration for th
man is felt in this poem. Chamberlain was unquestionably the statesman
who did much to further England's expansion; hence the placing of it in
this group. The line "Once on a time there was a Man" signifies Cham-
berlain's importance, and "Once -- in our time — is there a Man?"
raises the question as to who will be qualified to take his place.
"Things and the Man" is as follows:
Oh ye who hold the written clue
To all save all unwritten things.
And, half a league behind, pursue
The accomplished Fact with flouts and flings,
Lookl To your knee your baby brings
The oldest tale since Earth began --
The answer to your worryings:
"Once on a time there was a Man."
He, single-handed, met and slew
Magicians, Annies, Ogres, Kings.
He lonely 'mid his doubting crew —
"In all the loneliness of wings" —
He fed the flame, he filled the springs.
He locked the ranks, he launched the van
Straight at the grinning Teeth of Things.
"Once on a time there was a Man."
The peace of shocked Foundations flew
Before his ribald questionings.
He broke the Oracles in two.
And bared the paltry wires and strings.
He headed desert wanderings;
He led his soul, his cause, his clan
A little from the ruck of Things.
"Once on a time there was a Man .
"
Thrones, Powers, Dominions block the view
With episodes and underlings —
The meek historian deems them true
Nor heeds the song that Clio sings —
The simple central truth that stings
The mob to boo, the priest to ban;
Things never yet oreated things —
’'Once on a time there was a Man."
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A bolt is fallen from the blue.
A wakened realm full circle swings
Where Dothan’s dreamer dreams anew
Of vast and farborne harvestings;
And unto him an Empire clings
That grips the purpose of his plan.
My Lords, how think you of these things?
Once — in our time — is there a Man?
Accompanying "The Burial" is the explanations "C. J. Rhodes,
buried in the Matappos, April 10, 1902." Rhodes, in addition to being
one of the leading names in the list of English Empire-builders, was
one of Kipling’s personal heroes. This poem honors the great English
explorer and colonizer. Kipling asks no greater blessing for the
country than that the Empire — then still incomplete — shall have
the soul of Rhodes for her own. How effectively is this strong man
of the frontier praised 1
When that great Kings return to clay.
Or Emperors in their pride.
Grief of a day shall fill a day.
Because its creature died.
But we — we reckon not with those
Whom the mere Fates ordain.
This Power that wrought on us and goes
Back to the Power again.
Dreamer devout, by vision led
Beyond our guess or reach.
Travail of his spirit bred
Cities in places of speech.
So huge the all-mastering thought that drove —
So brief the term allowed —
Nations, not words, he linked to prove
His faith before the crowd.
It is his will that he look forth
Across the world he won —
The granite of the ancient North —
Great spaces washed with sun.
There shall he patient take his seat
(As when the Death he dared).
And there await a people’s feet
In the paths that he prepared.
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There, till the vision he foresaw
Splendid and whole arise.
And unimagined Empires draw
To council *neath his skies.
The immense and brooding Spirit still
Shall quicken and control.
Living he was the land, and dead.
His soul shall be her soul!
The Empire — A Unit Made Up of Many Parts
"The Law of the Jungle" oontains the essence of the message which
Kipling is bringing in the several poems found in this section. Each
"wolf" must obey the leader if the "pack" is to prosper.
Now this is the Law of the Jungle -- as old and as true as
the sky ;
And the Wolf that shall keep it may prosper, but the Wolf that
shall break it must die.
As the creeper that girdles the tree-trunk the Law runneth
forward and baok —
For the strength of the Pack is the Wolf, and the strength of the
Wolf is the Pack .
When Pack meets with Pack in the Jungle, and neither will
go from the trail.
Lie down till the leaders have spoken — it may be fair words
will prevail.
Yilhen ye fight with a Ysolf of the Pack, ye must fight him
alone and afar.
Lest others take part in the quarrel, and the Pack be
diminished by war.
• • « •
Because of his age and his cunning, because of his gripe and
his paw.
In all that the Law leaveth open, the word of the Head Wolf
is Law.
Now these are the Laws of the Jungle, and many and might are
they ;
But the head tne the hoof of the Law and the haunoh and the
hump is — Obey I
The inference is clear; each part of the empire must obey the
leaders if the part, as well as the empire, is to survive.
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Even the oaustio Mr. LeGallierme agrees that the first eight lines
32
of "The English Flag" are spiritual, although he feels that the rest of
""What should they know of England who only England know?":
"He set out to teach them* He first discovered India; then,
he found Canada, South Africa, Egypt, Australia, New Zealand and
the thousand and one pieces of land surrounded by water that make
up the Greater British Isles* The Empire was a map; Rudyard Kip-
ling made it a fact. The British Possessions were makred in red —
plebian red; Rudyard Kipling painted them purple — imperial
purple."
The metaphor embodied in the last sentence brings out very strikingly
Kipling's importance imperially.
In Durand's "Handbook", the following explanation for the inspira-
y
tion of the poem is given:
"On 27th March, 1891, during an important trial of Irish
political agitators, the court-house at Cork caught fire. Poli-
tical feeling at the time was at fever-heat, and the crowds out-
side the building laughed and cheered as the building burned,
especially when the flagstaff fell with the Union Jack still fly-
ing from it. The crowd, in the words of the Times correspondent,
'seemed to see significance in the incident-.' If so, they must
a few days later have been impressed by the fact that, when the ruins
were examined, the flag was found uninjured •••• It had been caught
in falling in an unburnt angle of the wall."
The first part of the poem runs:
Winds of the Worlds, give answer! They are whimpering
to and fro —
And what should they know of England who only England
know? —
The poor little street-bred people that vapour and fume
and brag.
They are lifting their heads in the stillness to yelp at
the English Flag!
l/ Op. cit”. p. 42.
2/ Op. cit. p. 35
3/ Ralph Durand , A Handbook to the Poetry of Rudyard Kipling. Double-
day, Page, and Company, Garden City, New York, 1914, p. 82-83.
Mr. Monkshood says, in answer to the questionthe poem falls down.
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Must we borrow a clout from the Boer — to plaster anew
with dirt?
An Irish liar's bandage, or an English coward's shirt?
Yfo may not speak of England; her Flag's to sell or share.
"What is the Flag of England? Winds of the World, declare
l
With the idea of glorifying this flag, -which some one had so wantonly
permitted to be destroyed, Kipling wrote the poem containing the oft-
quoted line: ’Vihat should they knew of England who only England know?"
He asks the Winds of the World the question, "What is the Flag of Eng-
land?" One after another, Horth, South, East, West, they answer; none
knows exactly what it is, but each knows that it waves everywhere —
in the land of the North Lights, on the tiny palm-dotted isles, at
Singapore, and in the wheatlands. Kipling is saying that the English
flag has vast, extensile importance; that it has significance far be-
yond the thought of most of the insular city-dwellers. It seems to the
present writer that this is one of the most effective of the poems re-
flecting the great extent of British territory.
In 1397 Canada gave England a reduction of twenty-five percent,
later increased to thirty-three and one-third, of the tariff. This
preference is applauded in "Our Lady of the Snows" who is of course
Canada. Kipling’s idea of colonial power on the one hand and submission
on the other is shown in the recurring lines: "Daughter am I in my
mother's house, but mistress in my own." In this poem, apparently
Canada is saying:
"The gates are mine to open.
As the gates are mine to close.
And I set ray house in order,"
Said our Lady of the Snows.
Then, in a later stanza, she says:
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*!l called my chiefs to counoil
In the din of a troubled year;
For the sake of a sign ye would not see.
And a word ye would not year.
This is our message and answer;
This is the path we chose:
For we be also a people,”
Said our Lady of the Snows.
But in spite of her boast, eventually Canada was forced to give in and
admit the superiority of the mother country, for the poem ends:
"A Nation spoke to a Nation,
A Throne sent word to a Throne:
'Daughter am I in ray mother's house
But mistress in my own.
The gates are mine to open.
As the gates are mine to close.
And I abide by my Mother's House,
Said our Lady of the Snows.”
"The Young Queen” represents the Commonwealth of Australia, inau-
gurated New Year's Day, 1901, according to the explanation accompanying
the poem. Proudly she comes into the Hall ’Ah ere the Five Free Nations
(England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa) are seated
and demands that the Old Queen crown her. England replies that there is
no need for a coronation, but the Young Queen wishes for a symbol
from the hands of one who she realizes helped her when she was younger
and more feeble. So finally the Old Queen crowns her, making her a
sister in rank rather than a daughter, and advising her:
And the Old Queen stooped in the stillness where the
jewelled head drooped low: ~
"Daughter no more but Sister, and doubly Daughter so —
Mother of many princes -- and child of the ohild I bore,
TA/hat good thing shall I wish thee that I have not wished
before?
"Shall I give thee delight in dominion — mere pride of thy
setting forth?
Nay, we be women together — we know what that lust is
worth.
Peace in thy utmost borders, and strength on a road untrod?
These are dealt or diminished at the secret will of God.
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”1 have swayed troublous councils, I am wise in terrible
things;
Father and son and grandson, I have known the hearts of
the Kings.
Shall I give thee my sleepless wisdom, or the gift all
wisdom above?
Ay, we be women together — I give thee thy people's lovei
"Tempered, august, abiding, reluctant of prayers or vows.
Eager in face of peril as thine for thy mother's house.
God requite thee, my Sister, through the excellent years to be.
And make thy people to love thee as thou hast loved mei"
"The Flowers" shows that English flowers are not only to be found
in Kent and Surrey but also in Canada, South Africa, or New Zealand.
It is probably an extended metaphor, with the flowers representing
Englishmen. Kipling heads the poem with a quotation from The Athenaeum
"To our private taste, there is always something a little
exotio, almost artificial, in songs which, under an English aspeot
and dress, are yet so manifestly the produot of other skies. They
affect us like translations; the very fauna and flora are alien,
remote; the dog's-tooth violet is but an ill substitute for the
rathe primrose, nor can we ever believe that the wood-robin sings
as sweetly in April as the English thrush."
He symbolizes the extent of the British Empire by showing how spring
comes to various parts of the United Kingdom, and begins each stanza;
"Buy my English posies I" He works on the idea that a flower growing
on a hillside in Canada is just as English as one blooming in Sussex.
The last stanza, following the description of spring in various lands,
reads:
Buy ray English posies!
Ye that have your own
Buy them for a brother's sake
Overseas, alone!
Weed ye trample underfoot
Floods his heart abrim —
Bird ye never heeded.
Oh, she calls his dead to him!
Far and far our homes are set round the Seven Seas;
Woe for us if we forget, we who hold by these!
Unto each his mother-beach, bloom and bird and land —
blasters of the Seven Seas, oh, love and understand!
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Another excellent example of the poetry -which shows how much
eaoh subject oan do for the empire is ’’The Glory of the Garden."
Here Kipling points out that eaoh British citizen has a part in the
"garden" and that it is only by the work of both the lofty and the poor
that the empire oan endure. It is a single appeal to the titled and
the humble to join in a united effort to make the empire glorious. By
» comparing England to a garden, Kipling brings out the importance of
the tool-sheds and the hot-houses in making the garden bloom, i.e., a
definite job for every man according to his ability.
Our England is a garden that is full of stately views.
Of borders, beds and shrubberies and lawns and avenues.
With statues on the terraces and peaoooks strutting by;
But the Glory of the Garden lies in more than meets the
eye.
For where the old thick laurels grow, along the thin red wall.
You find the tool- and potting-sheds which are the heart of
all;
The cold-frames and the hot-houses, the dungpits and the
tanks
,
The rollers, carts and drain-pipes, with the barrows and the
planks.
• • I •
And some oan pot begonias and some can bud a rose.
And seme are hardly fit to trust with anything that grows;
But they oan roll and trim the lawns and sift the sand and
loam.
For the Glory of the Garden occupieth all who come.
Our England is a garden, and such gardens are not made
By singing: — "Oh, how beautiful!" and sitting in the shade.
While better men than we go out and start their working lives
At grubbing weeds from gravel-paths with broken dinner-knives.
Therels not a pair of legs so thin, there's not a head so thick.
There's not a hand so weak and white, nor yet a heart so sick.
But it can find some job that's orying to be done.
For the Glory of the Garden glorifieth every one.
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Then seek your job with thankfulness and work till further
orders
,
If it's only netting strawberries or killing slugs on borders
And when your back stops aching and your hands begin to
harden.
You will find yourself a partner in the Glory of the Garden.
So when your work is finished, you can wash your hands and
pray
For the Glory of the Garden, that it may not pass awayl
And the glory of the Garden it shall never pass away!
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Better Understanding of Colonial Conditions
Looal Color ~ Toward the end of 1888 Kipling went from India to
England, determined to have a writing career. In India he had learned
about the private soldier and he was prepared to tell the people, in
prose and poetry, the things of which they were ignorant: life in India,
the natives and officials, Indian government, the life of the men and
soldiers; in London, at Gatti’s Music-Hall, he learned to know the Eng-
lish soldier at home, and prepared to put him in verse also. Concerning
his knowledge of the oolonial conditions, in his autobiography he recalls
1/
an early meeting with Lord Roberts:
"Lord Roberts, at that time Commander-in-Chief in India, who
knew my people, was interested in the men, and — I had by then
written one or two stories about soldiers — the proudest moment of
my young life was when I rode up Simla Mall beside him on his
usual explosive red Arab, while he asked me what the men thought
about their accomodations, entertainment-rooms and the like, I
told him, and he thanked me as gravely as though I had been a full
Colonel,”
The verses which began to pour forth voluminously, and which were
printed for the most part in the collections Departmental Ditties and
Barrack-Room Ballads
,
are marvels of dialect. How delighted the English
must have been to read of the native life in the provinces
l
Kipling had an answer for the smug, stay-at-home Britons who criti-
cized the English in India: let them look to their own social conditions,
i/
To quote him again:
\J Op, oit, p, 62-63
2/ Op, cit, p, 99
i
'
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"^The^ derided my poor little Gods of the East, and
asserted that the British in India spent violent lives 'oppress-
ing 1 the Native. (This in a land where -white girls of sixteen,
at twelve or fourteen pounds per annum, hauled thirty and forty
pounds weight of bath water at a time up four flights of stairsl)"
In "Danny Deever," "Tommy,' 'Oonts," "Gunga Din," "Soldier, Soldier,"
and "Mandalay," we have vivid pictures of the soldiers, the natives, the
fieroe heat, the drenohing rains, fever, and cholera. According to V/illiam
1/
Lyon Phelps he did not report the British soldier exaotly as he was,
but rather transformed the soldier from what he was to what Kipling thought
he ought to be. Then very quickly these same men, instead of being rather
bluff, surly, and morose, became as they had been idealized by Kipling ~
used Kipling's language and were the oheery, devil-may-care Tommy Atkinses.
Phelps quotes a writer as saying that the men began to talk as Kipling
had portrayed them as speaking.
Since the next four poems are familiar to most readers, the writer
has quoted only in part. "Fuzzy Wuzzy" ends as follows
:
So 'ere's jbo you. Fuzzy -Wuzzy, at your *ome in the Soudan;
You're a pore benighted 'eathen but a first-class fightin' man;
An' 'era's jto you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, with your 'ayrick 'ead of 'air —
You big black boundin' beggar — for you broke a British square
l
This is a very pioturesque portrayal of an African native. The English
public read avidly, keenly interested in a first-hand account of some-
thing which was all quite new to them.
"Tommy" concludes:
Yes, makin' mook o' uniforms that guard you while you sleep
Is cheaper than them uniforms, and they're starvation cheap;
An' hustlin’ drunken soldiers when they're goin' large a bit
Is five times better business than paradin' in full kit.
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We aren't no thin red 'eroes, nor we aren't no blackguards too.
But single men in barrioks, most remarkable like you;
An' if sometimes our oonduok isn't all your fancy paints.
Why, single men in barrioks don't grow into plaster saints;
• • • •
You talk o' better food for us, an' schools, an' fires, an' all:
We'll wait for extry rations if you treat us rational.
Don't mess about the cook-room slops, but prove it to our face
The Widow's Uniform is not the soldier-man's disgrace.
For it's Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' "Chuck him
our, the brute J"
But it's "Saviour of 'is country" when the guns begin
to shoot;
An' it's Tammy this, an' Tommy that, an' anything you
please;
An’ Tommy ain't a bloomin' fool — you bet that Tommy
sees!
The thoughts of the English soldier in verse helped changed public
attitude toward the army; this knowledge helped bring the conditions of
these men just back from colonial duty home to the British public, Mr,
1/
Falls says of Kipling’s service in this poem: "He voioed the unhappi-
ness of being misunderstood, the impatienoe of never-ending critioism,
the desire for sympathy."
The character of the little water-boy, Gunga Din, must have been
one to fascinate the British who had so few facts concerning life in
India. Kipling’s picture of the boy in "Gunga Din" is vivid, searching,
and oolorful.
You may talk o' gin and beer
When you're quarted safe out 'ere.
An* you're sent to penny-fights an' Aldershot it;
But when it comes to slaughter
You will do your work on water.
An' you'll lick the bloomin' boots of 'im that’s got it.
l/Op. cit, p, 68
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The uniform 'e wore
Was nothin 1 much before.
An’ rather less than 'arf o’ that be’ind.
For a piece o’ twisty rag
An’ a goatskin water-bag
Was all the field-equipment ’e could find.
Then he goes on to tell of the time when the water-boy saved the life
of one of the men who had heckled him so often and persecuted him if
he happened to be a second late with the water. Of course, we all know
how Gunga Din died and the famous lines:
You Lazarushian-leather Gunga Bin!
Though I’ve belted you and flayed you.
By the livin’ Gav/d that made you.
You’re a better man than I am, Gunga Din!
There is a wistful tone to "Mandalay," and a clear portrait is
etched not only of the little native girl but also of the soldierwho
is ready to return to the province because it looks so much more attrac-
tive to him than London’s fog and cold. And what a colorful picture he
paints in that powerful line "An’ the dawn comes up like thunder outer
China 'orost the Bay!" He gives us a very beguiling picture of Mandalay,
with little Supi-yaw-lat
,
who wastes her Christian kisses on a "bloomin'
idol’s foot," the girl who is making the soldier homesick for Mandalay.
"Mandalay" begins with the well-known lines:
By the old Koulmein Pagoda, lookin’ eastward to the sea.
There's a Burma girl a-settin*
,
and I know she thinks o’ me*
For the wind is in the palm-trees, and the temple-bells they say:
"Come you back, you British soldier; come you back to Mandalay!"
Come you back to Mandalay,
"Where the old Flotilla lay:
Can't you ’ear their paddles chunkin' from Rangoon
to Mandalay:
On the road to Mandalay
,
Where the flyin '-fishes play.
An' the dawn comes up like thunder outer China 'orost the Bay!
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There were dangers greater than native insurrections, and Kipling
told the people about the Russian menace in India in the poem "The Truce*"
Yearly, with tent and rifle, our oareless v/hite men go
By the pass called Muttianee
,
to shoot in the vale below*
Yearly by Muttianee he follows our white men in —
Matun, the old blind beggar, bandaged from brow to chin*
Eyeless, noseless, and lipl6ss -- toothless, broken of speech.
Seeking a dole at the doorway he mumbles his tale to each;
Over and over the story, ending as he began;
"Make ye no truce with Adam-zad ~ the Bear that v/alks like a Man!"
Then the old beggar goes on to show why the Bear should be watohed so
carefully. He gives examples of his cunning and his treachery. Once
he oould have killed Adam-zad, but the creature raised up his paws as
if in prayer, and out of pity the beggar Matun did not fire his gun as
he should have. As a result:
Nearer he tottered and nearer, with paws like hands that pray ~
From brow to jaw that steel-shod paw, it ripped my face away*
Then Matun shows his wounds and continues to warn;
"Rouse him at noon in the bushes, follow and press him hard —
Not for his ragings and roarings flinch ye from Adam-zad.
"But (pay, and I put back the bandage) this is the time to fear,
"When he stands up like a tired man, tottering near and near;
When he stands up as pleading, in wavering, man-brute guise.
When he veils the hate and cunning of his little, swinish eyes;
"VJhen he shows as seeking quarter, with paws like hands in prayer.
That is the time of peril — the time of the Truce of the Bear!"
Through the character of Matun, Kipling earnestly seeks to warn England
to beware of Russia in connection with the Indian colony.
Naturally England had been curious to learn more and more about
life in the provinces. Young Kipling, writing in the little paper in
the Punjab, gave them their first local color stories of India. Al-
though most people know "Fuzzy V/uzzy" and Gunga Din," fewer know "A
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Code of Morals” which gives a very human touch to the lives of the
young soldiers stationed in India and thereby draws India and England
closer together* The poem is quoted in its entirety:
A Code of Morals
Now Jones had left his new-wed bride to keep his house
in order.
And hied away to the Hurrum Hills above the Afghan border.
To sit on a rock with a heliograph; but ere he left he taught
His wife the working of the Code that sets the miles at
naught.
And Love had made him very sage, as Nature made her fair;
So Cupid and Apollo linked, per heliograph, the pair*
At dawn, across the Hurrum Hills, be flashed her counsel wise —
At e'en, the dying sunset bore her husbandb homilies*
He warned her ’gainst seductive youths in scarlet clad and gold.
As much as ’gainst the blandishments paternal of the old;
But kept his gravest warnings for (hereby the ditty hangs)
That snowy-haired Lothario, Lieutenant-General Bangs.
'Twas General Bangs, with Aide and Staff, who tittupped on
the way,
Yi/hen they beheld a heliograph tempo stously at play.
They thought of Border risings, and of stations sacked and
burnt —
So stopped to take the message down — and this is what they
learnt —
"Dash dot dot, dot, dot dash, dot dash dot” twice. The General
swore.
"Was ever General Cffioer addressed as ’dear’ before?
”’My Love,’ i’ faith. 'My Duok,' Gad zooks i 'My darling
popsy-wopl
'
"Spirit of great Lord Wolseley, who is on that mountain-top?”
The artless Aide-de-camp was mute, the gilded Staff were still.
As, dumb with pent-up mirth, they booked that message from the
hill;
For clear as summer lightning-flare, the husband's warning ran:
"Don't dance or ride with General Bangs — a most immoral man."
(At dawn, across the Hurrum Hills, he flashed her counsel wise —
But, howsoever Love be blind, the world at large hath eyes.)
With damnatory^ dot and dash he heliographed his wife
Some interesting details of the General's private life.
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The artless Aide-de-camp was mute, the shining Staff were still.
And red and ever redder grew the General's shaven gill.
And this is what he said at last (his feelings matter not)s —
"I think we've tapped a private line. Hil Threes about there
J
Trot!”
1
All honour unto Bangs, for ne'er did Jones thereafter know
By word or aot official who read that helio.
But the tale is on the Frontier, and from Miohni to Mooltan
They know the worthy General a3 "that most immoral mani"
The more details the English could learn about life in this far-off land
the more they oould understand the colonial problems. Frequently in a
humorous vein, as above, Kipling demonstrated that human nature in the black,
the brown, or the white — in Afrioa
,
India, or Liverpool — is pretty much
the same.
Kipling shows impatience with those who scoffed at the hard lot of
the Anglo-Indian officials. In his autobiography he says that the hot
weather made a great impression on him, but that the English who go home
on leave, having imposed the set hours of a northern working day upon
the natives, are surprised that India does not work as they do. This,
he feels, is ore of the reasons why autonomous India will be interesting.
In "Fagett, M.P." Kipling describes perfectly the statesmen who put
one foot on distant soil and then claim to know all the answers regarding
the governing of the lando Incidentally, he brings out many of the hard-
ships endured by the poorly paid young government officials stationed
in some of the Indian districts. The poem goesi
Pagett, M.P.
,
was a liar, and a fluent liar therewith, —
He spoke of the heat of India as "The Asian Solar Myth"
;
Came on a four months' visit to "study the East" in November,
And I got him to make an agreement vowing to stay till September.
March came in with the koil . Pagett was cool and gay.
Called me a "bloated Brahmin," talked of my "princely pay."
March went out with the roses, "where is your heat?" said he.
"Coming," said I to Pagett. "Skittlesl" said Pagett, M.P.
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April began with the punkah, coolies, and prickly-heat, —
Pagett was dear to mosquitoes, sandflies found him a treat.
He grew speckled and lumpy — hammered, I grieve to say,
Aryan brothers who fanned him, in an illiberal way.
May set in with a dust-storm, — Pagett went down with the sun.
All the delights of the season tickled him one by one.
Imprimis — ten days' "liver" — due to his drinking beer;
Later, a dose of fever -- slight, but he called it severe.
Dysent'ry touched him in June, after the Chota Bursat —
Lowered his portly person — made him yearn to depart.
He didn't call me a "Brahmin," or "bloated," or "overpaid,"
But seemed to think it a wonder that any one ever stayed.
July was a trifle unhealthy, — Pagett was ill with fear.
Called it the "Cholera Morbus," hinted that life was dear.
He babbled of "Eastern exile," and mentioned his home with tears;
But I hadn't seen ray_ children for close upon seven years.
We reaohed a hundred and twenty once in the Court at noon,
(I’ve mentioned Pagett was portly) Pagett went off in a swoon.
That was an end to the business. Pagett, the perjured, fled
With a praotical, working knowledge of "Solar Myths" in his head.
And I laughed as I drove from the station, but the mirth died
out on my lips
As I thought of the fools like Pagett who write of their
"Eastern trips,"
And the sneers of the travelled idiots who duly misgovern
the land
,
And I prayed to the Lord to deliver another one into my hand.
And to quote once more conclusively from Mr. LeGallienne:
"His Indian stories and songs did just that service for the
Imperialistic idea which the imaginative man can do. They made us
realize, as we had never done before, what a great dependency like
India means, and what it means to maintain it; and, by this exten-
sive ob jeot-lesson, made us sensitive as never before of the organic
relation between us and our possessions in the furthest seas. Mr.
Kipling, so to speak, roused the sleeping nerve centres of Imperial-
In Behalf of Sold iers and Sailor s — A possible reason why Victoria
never ohose to make Ruayard Kipling Poet Laureat is found in this poem
written, the present writer believes, rather in an endeavor to present to
1/
ism."
2/ Op. cit. p. 127-128.
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the public the plight of the English soldier than to belittle England's
Queen; for surely there never lived a more ardently patriotic subject
than Kipling* However, there are those who maintain that the Queen never
liked being referred to as the "Widder at Windsor;” and when Kipling's
name was suggested as a possible Laureate, there was a silence.
The first stanza of "The Widow at Windsor" presents the fact that
although the soldiers are often underpaid, they still drink a toast to
the "Widow" with no thought of rebelling against an unfortunate condition.
The second stanza reveals the power of Victoria and the extent of her em-
pire, with the explanation that these same soldiers were the ones respon-
sible for securing the distant possessions for the Widow. The last
stanza voices the bitter truth that many of the men stationed in far-off
places realize that they will never see their beloved England again.
The poem is
:
*Ave you 'eard o' the Widow at Windsor
With a hairy gold crown on 'er 'ead?
She 'as ships on the foam — she 'as millions at '<me.
An' she pays us poor beggars in red.
(Ow, poor beggars in redl)
There's 'er nick an the cavalry 'orses.
There's 'er mark on the medioal stores —
An' 'er troopers you'll find with a fair wind be'ind
That takes us to various wars.
(Poor beggars! — barbarious wars!)
Then 'ere's to the Widow at Windsor,
An’ 'ere's to the stores an' the guns.
The men an' the 'orses what makes up the forces
O' Misses Victorier's sons.
(Poor beggars! Victorier's sons!)
Walk wide o' the Widow at Windsor,
For 'alf o' Creation she cwns:
We 'ave bought 'er the same with the sword an' the flame.
An' we’ve salted it down with our bones.
(Poor beggars! — it’s blue with our bones!)
Hands off o' the sons o' the widow.
Hands off o' the goods in 'er shop.
For the Kings must come down an’ the Emperors frown
44
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"When the Widow at Windsor says "Stop!”
(Poor beggars J -- we’re sent to say "Stop!"
Then ’ore’s to the Lodge o’ the Widow,
From the Pole to the Tropics it runs —
To the Lodge that we tile with the rank an’ the file.
An' open in form with the guns*
(Poor beggars! — it’s always they guns!)
We 'ave ’eard o’ the Widow at Windsor,
It's safest to leave 'er alone:
For 'er sentries we stand by the sea an’ the land
Wherever the bugles are blown.
(Poor beggars! — an' don't we get blown!)
Take ’old o' the Wings o' the Mornin',
An! flop round the earth till you're dead;
But you won’t get away from the tune that they play
To the bloomin’ old rag over'ead*
(Poor beggars 1 — it's 'ot over'ead!)
Then 'ere's to the Sons o' the Widow,
Wherever, 'owever they roam*
'Ere's all they desire, an' if they require
A speedy return to their 'ame*
(Poor beggars! — they'll never see ’oriel)
In "The Song of the Sons" Kipling stresses the idea that many of
England's sons come from the far oorners of the earth, and that the
solidarity of the Empire results from the loyalty of all these men who
are "one from the ends of the earth." Naturally, this poem would probab-
ly have the effect of instilling pride into the dwellers of the far-off
regions; they would feel that but for them England would indeed be poor.
Part of the poem is:
One from the ends of the earth — gifts at an open door —
Treason has much, but we. Mother, thy sons have morel
From the whine of a dying man, from the snarl of a wolf-pack freed.
Turn, and the world is thine. Mother, be proud of thy seed!
Count, are we feeble or fev/? Hear, is our speech so rude?
Look, are we poor in the land? Judge, are we men of The Blood?
Those that have stayed at thy knees. Mother, go call them in —
We that were bred overseas wait and would speak with our kin.
Not in the dark do we fight — haggle and flout and gibe;
Selling our love for a price, loaning our hearts for a bribe.
Gifts have we only to-day — Love without promise or fee —
Hear
,
for thy children speak, from the uttermost parts of the sea!
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In line three he refers to the waning influence of Gladstone, according
1/
to Durand,
"The Last of the Light Brigade" is propaganda aimed at securing
pay, food, and better living conditions for the colonial armies. It is
a sharp indictment of the "thirty million English" who allow the defenders
of their provinces to starve. It is:
There were thirty million English who talked of England's
might
,
There were twenty broken troopers who lacked a bed for the
night.
They had neither food nor money, they had neither service
nor trade;
They were only shiftless soldiers, the last of the Light
Brigade.
They felt that life was fleeting; they knew not -that art
was long.
That though they were dying of famine, they lived in
deathless song.
They asked for a little money to keep the wolf from the
d oor;
And the thirty million English sent twenty pounds and four!
They laid their heads together that were scarred and lined
and gray;
Keen were the Russian sabres, but want was keener than
they;
And an old Troop Sergeant muttered, "Let vis go to the
man who writes
The things on Balaclava the kiddies at school recites."
They went without bands or colours, a regiment ten-file
strong.
To look for the Master-singer who had crowned them all
in his song;
And, waiting his servant's order, by the garden gate they
stayed
,
A desolate little cluster, the last of the Light Brigade.
They strove to stand at attention, to straighten the
toil-bowed back;
They drilled on an empty stomach, ihe loose-knit files fell
slack;
1/bp. citY~pV 97
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With stooping of weary shoulders, in garments tattered and
frayed
,
They shambled into his presence, the last of the Light
Brigade
•
The old Troop Sergeant was spokesman, and "Beggin' your
pardon,” he said,
"You wrote o’ the Light Brigade, sir. Here’s all that
isn’t dead.
An’ it’s all oome true what you wrote, sir, regardin' the
mouth of hell;
For we’re all of us night to the workhouse, an’ we thought
we’d call an' tell,
"No, thank you, we don’t want food, sir; but couldn’t you
take an’ write
A sort of ’to be continued’ and ’see next page’ o’ the fight?
We think that someone has blundered, an’ couldn’t you tell
’em how?
You wrote we were heroes once, sir. Please, write we are
starving now,”
The poor little army departed, limping and lean and forlorn.
And the heart of the Master-singer grew hot with "The scorn
of scorn.”
And he wrote for them wonderful verses that swept the land
like flame.
Till the fatted souls of the English were scourged with the
thing oalled Shame,
0 thirty million English that babble of England’s might.
Behold there are twenty heroes who lack their food to-night;
Our children's children are lisping to "honour the charge
they made -- ”
And we leave to the streets and the workhouse the charge of
the Light Brigade I
By bringing these conditions to the attention of the people back in
England, Kipling forged another link between the Mother country and
her soldiers in the provinces, a link which was to prove strong in-
deed during the first World War,
"The Ballad of the ’Bolivar’” is one of several poems aimed at
showing how the English ships were "overloaded, undermanned, meant to
founder,” but how the almost super-human skill and doggedness of the
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English sailors brought them baok to home port. It is both a plea for
better conditions for the men and an appeal for better vessels. There
is a bit of sarcasm in the last two lines indicating that the owners
will take pride in the fact that the ship has returned safely, not taking
into consideration to whom the glory belongs. After the perilous voyage
has been described, the poem concludes as follows:
Just a pack o’ rotten plates puttied up with tar.
In we came, an' time enough, 'cross Bilbao Bar.
Overloaded, undermanned, meant to founder, we
Euchred God Almighty's storm, bluffed the Eternal Seal
Seven men from all the world back to town again
.
Rollin' down the Ratoliffe Hoad drunk and raising Cain :
Seven men from out of Hell. Ain't the owners gay
,
'Cause we took the ''Bo'livar1fr^afie^^across the Bay?
The poem rings with righteous indignation at a nation that will allow
such conditions to exist.

CHAPTER II
PERIOD DURING AND FOLLOWING THE DEFEATS IN THE TRANSVAAL
Introduction
Most writers agree that Kipling's best work was done before and
just after the turn of the century, but the biographical sketch which
the writer began earlier will be expanded from time to time for the
sake of completeness. After his return from America most of his life
was spent in England, although he traveled extensively in Australia,
South Africa, and India, and took long cruises with the navy. Sneak-
il
ing of the earlier period in Kipling's life, J, W. Thompson, Jr,, says:
"The eyes with which he observed were the wise and kindly eyes
of the sahib, the dominant overlord, meting justice and firm direc-
tives to the lesser breeds: fair was his lot and goodly was his
heritage. His was the England of Victoria the Good, when the White
Man carried his burden vdth the grace and elan of the chap an the
flying trapeze, however badly the aforesaid lesser breeds might
feel about it,"
• • • •
"However that may be, the fine imperialistic world passed,
and passed forever, with the Boer War, On the turn of the century,
a loose association of pot-shooting Boer farmers showed the
British Army things about war
Briefly, then, of the Boer War, as Shakespeare said in Henry V :
Vouchsafe to those that have net read the story.
That I may prompt them: and of such as have,
I humbly pray them to admit the excuse
Of time, of numbers, and due course of things.
Which oannot in their huge and proper life
Be here presented,
l/ John W. Thompson, Jr,, "Something of Rudyard Kipling, Amerioan Mer-
cury (June 1937) 41: p, 245,
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Sinoe 1652, when the Dutoh founded Cape Colony, certain districts went
from Dutch to English control, baok and forth. After Kruger became
President of the Transvaal, trouble for those of English origin became
serious. British subjeots had the following complaints: economic
grievances, grievances concerned with legislative acts and judicial
procedure, grievances concerned with municipal privileges and education,
ill-treatment of colored British subjeots, out rages to persons and
property, and political grievances. The Uit landers were especially
persecuted, and when they petitioned for rights were told to fight for
them. They did not wish to go back to England but merely wanted equal
rights in the South African Republic. A number of sharp incidents
followed the conference at Bloemfontein and both sides, English and
Dutch, began to arm, although it is questionable who aotually started
the war. At any rate, to protect the boast of Civis Britannious sum
,
war had to be waged. Probably most historians agree that the actual
cause of the war was the attempt of one man to govern a republic at the
end of the nineteenth century by methods of the seventeenth century.
Kipling, who felt that the inhabitants of England never looked
further than their annual seaside resorts, felt uneasiness, based on
things men were telling him about affairs outside England. So shortly
after the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee he went to South Africa. He worked
hard to get money for the troops at the front; his verses "The Absent-
Minded Beggar" were set to music, and the fees given to this fund. As
a result the British soldiers couldn't do enough for him. He even
helped edit a paper for the troops in South Afrioa.
In this war the dashing subaltern of Kipling’s dreams proved to be
far from the infallible master of his profession and sometimes was even
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oapable of fighting on the wrong side. Kipling says, speaking of the
casualties at Paardesberg, that the English public never really knew the
truth but that the figures were greatly reduced in the British press.
He says that although they may have killed four thousand Boers they lost
six times as many of their own men, mainly from preventible disease. Of
i/"
Kipling’s attitude during the conflict, Chevrillon says: It is a
notable trait in the so-oalled Imperialistic poet, that the war provoked
him to no martial gesture, no word of hatred or defiance to the enemy."
This refers to the Transvaal situation.
2/
Eventually the war petered out and finally, as Kipling puts it:
"At long last, we were left apologising to a deeply-indignant
people, whom we had been nursing and doctoring for a year or two;
and who now expected, and received, all manner of free gifts and
appliances for the farming they had never practised. We put them
in a position to uphold and expand their primitive lust for racial
domination, and thanked God we were ’rid of a knave.’"
Certainly a great part of Kipling's poetry was written with the ob-
ject of exhorting or criticizing his countrymen. After the Boer War he
tried to impress upon them the seriousness of their unprepared state and
to warn them of another greater war which he felt was impending. Mr.
Phelps has had interesting statementsto make on this subject. In his
y
Essays written in 1910 he says:
’’But the Kipling of the last ten years is an Imperialist and
a Mechanic, rather than a literary man •••• He became the voice
of the British Empire ^helps is writing of the time when the South
African War began/, and the man who had always ridiouled Americans
for bunkum oratory, outscreamed us all. In this imperialistic verse
and prose there is not much literature, but there is a great deal
of noise, which has occasionally deceived the publio
1/ Op. cit. p. "39.
2/ Op. cit. p. 178.
Z/ Op. cit. p. 223.
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The writer wrote recently to Mr. Phelps, quoting the above passage and
asking if he held the same opinion of Kipling today. He replied:
I should not now express that opinion of Kipling, the
Poet of Imperialism, that I did in my book which you do me the
honour to quote. That would represent, of course, only one part
of his work, and I think I probably exaggerated in my statement a-
bout that.
"I have said elsewhere that Kipling is one of the great English
poets and one of the great writers of short stories. I do not see
how some of his poetry and some of his prose can ever be forgotten.
He, of course, should have been appointed Poet Laureate on the death
of Tennyson in 1892, both because of his greatness and because of
his imperialistic empire views.
’’But I also think that nearly all of his best work was done be-
fore 1900. It may have hurt his feelings, if, perhaps, he did feel
that he had never surpassed his work in the nineties, but it had this
advantage! he could look back on work that he had published nearly
fifty years before and observe that it had already taken its place
as a permanent part of English literature."
Unfortunately, with the beginning of the twentieth century the tide
of imperialism was sinking; social conditions in England were given great
consideration and Kipling's warnings concerning the state of the Empire
fell on dry ground. 1
The War and Its Lessons
While Kipling wrote during the war in South Africa, he had two themes:
the suffering and heroism of the men and officers and the poor management
in higher places which wasted time and lives.
In ''The Old Issue" Kipling tells how the South African Republic pre-
sented its ultimatum to Great Britain. It brought sharply to the attention
of the British reading publio the fact that trouble was not merely brewing
but already boiling in distant South Africa and that the South African Re-
public did not trust England,
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One of the most notable Kipling poems emanating from the Boer War
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is "Boots.'* He wrote realistically of the sensations which had been
only described to him; the reader gets a clear picture of the tired men
on the march, tramping through African mud and sand. Once more Kipling
presented to the British the monotonous, unhappy plight of the soldier.
A few representative stanzas are quoted:
We’re foot — slog — slog — slog — sloggin* over Africa
Foot — foot — foot — foot — sloggin' over Africa —
(Boots — boots — boots -- boots — movin' up and down again.)
There's no discharge in the war!
Seven — six -- eleven — five — nine-an’-twenty miles to-day —
Four — eleven — seventeen — thirty-two the day before —
(Boots -- boots — boots — boots — movin' up and dovjn again!)
There's no discharge in the war!
Don't — don't — don't — don't — look at what's in front of you.
(Boots — boots — boots — boots — movin' up an* down again);
Men — men — men — men — men go mad with watchin’ 'em.
An' there's no discharge in the war!
Try — try — try — try — to think o' some thing different —
Oh — my — God — keep — me from goin’ lunatio!
Boots — boots -- boots — boots — movin' up an' down again!)
There's no discharge in the war!
In "Piet" Kipling, through the eyes of a British soldier, defends
the Dutch soldiers whom none of their opponents really disliked. The
poem indicates the give and take of the war, in which the "Piet" showed
himself to be a rather likable foe; it also voices Kipling’s irritation
because eventually England had to set many of the Dutchmen up as farmers.
Of "Piet" he says:
I do not love my Empire's foes,
Nor call 'em angels; still.
What is. the sense of 'atin' those
'Oom you are paid to kill?
So, barrin' all that foreign lot
Which only joined for spite.
Myself, I'd just as soon as not
Respect the man I fight.
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Ah there, Pietl — 'is trousies to ’is knees,
’Is coat-tails lyin' level in the bullet-sprinkled breeze;
’E does not lose 'is rifle an' 'e does not lose 'is seat#
I've known a lot o' people ride a dam’ sight worse than Piet*
• • • •
No more I'll 'ear 'is rifle oraok
Along the block’ ou3e fenoe —
The beggar’s on the peaceful tack.
Regardless of expense;
For countin' what 'e eats an' draws.
An' gifts an' loans as well,
'E’s gettin' 'alf the Earth, because
'E didn't give us 'Elll
Ah there, Pietl with your brand-new English plough.
Your gratis tents an’ cattle, an' your most ungrateful frow.
You've made the British taxpayer rebuild your country-seat —
I've known some pet battalions charge a dam' sight less than
Pieto
"The Absent-Minded Beggar" is also sung in behalf of the British sol-
dier doing his duty in South Africa, or more particularly for his family
who might be living in dire need in England. It is a poem whioh paints
the soldier as no saint (in the usual Kipling vein) but which attempts to
make the British see the need for helping the proud widows and children.
When you've shouted "Rule Britannia," when you've sung "God save
the Queen,"
Wien you've finished killing Kruger with your mouth.
Will you kindly drop a shilling in my little tambourine
For a gentleman in khaki ordered South?
He's an absent-minded beggar, and his weaknesses are great —
But we and Paul must take him as we find him —
He is out on active service, wiping something off a slate —
And he's left a lot of little things behind himl
Duke's son — cook's son — son of a hundred kings --
(Fifty thousand horse and foot going to Table Bayi)
Each of 'em doing his country's work
(And who's to look after their things?)
Pass the hat for your credit's sake,
and pay — pay — payl
• • •
Let us manage so as, later, we can look him in the face.
And tell him — what he'd very much prefer —
That, while he saved the Empire, his employer saved his place.
And his mates (that's you and me) looked out for her*
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He's an absent-minded beggar and he may forget it all.
But we do not want his kiddies to remind him
That we sent 'em to the workhouse while their daddy
hammered Paul,
So we'll help the homes that Tommy left behind him!
Cook’s home — Duke's home -- home of a millionaire,
(Fifty thousand horse and foot going to Table Bay!)
Each of 'em doing his country's work
(And what have you got to spare?)
Pass the hat for your credit's sake,
and pay — pay — pay!
The poem '‘South Africa" is written in praise of a colony nearly lost,
one that seemed the more desirable in that she had been difficult to keep.
Kipling emphasizes the unpleasant aspeots of South Africa — climate, distanqe
and war — but repeats again and again that because she cost so much and was
so nearly lost she is the more to be prized.
Lived a woman wonderful,
(May the Lord amend herl)
Neither simple, kind, nor true.
But her Pagan beauty drew
Christian gentlemen a few
hotly to attend her.
Christian gentlemen a few
From Berwick unto Dover;
For she was South Afrioa,
And she was South Africa,
She was Our South Afrioa,
Africa all over!
Half her land was dead with drouth.
Half was red with battle;
She was fenced with fire and sword
Plague on pestilence outpoured.
Locusts on the greening sward
And murrain on the cattle!
True, ah true, and overtrue.
That is why we love herl
For she is South Africa,
And she was South Afrioa,
She was Our South Afrioa,
Afrioa all over!
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Y/herefore, being bought by blood.
And by blood restored
To the arms that nearly lost.
She, because of all she cost.
Stands, a very woman, most
Perfect and adored I
The British army, as a whole, had shown itself to be inefficient
during the war, with the blame resting both on politicians and on leaders
of troops. In the final triumph there was little of pride or glory,
rather a victory won in spite of the leaders. Hardly, one would say, a
subject to the liking of the Empire-crier! On the contrary, Kipling
seized upon England's failure in a cry of glory for the Empire showing
that even though England had made mistakes, out of her errors would emerge
a wiser, stronger, nation. The poem "The Lesson" must have had a psycho-
logical appeal for the people, discouraged as they were at this time. Then
was surely needed a rousing appeal to the glory of the nation.
The Lesson
Let us admit it fairly, as a business people should
.
We have had no end of a lesson: it will do us no end of good .
Not on a single issue, or in one direction or twain.
But conclusively, comprehensively, and several times and again.
Were all our most holy illusions knocked higher than Gilderoy's kite;
We have had a jolly good lesson, and it serves us jolly well right!
• • • •
It was our fault, and our very great fault, and not the judgment
of Heaven*
We made an Army in our own image, on an island nine by seven,
Y/hich faithfully mirrored its makers' ideals, equipment, and
mental attitude —
And so we got our lesson: and we ougjit to accept it with gratitude.
We have spent two hundred million pounds to prove the face once more.
That horses are quicker than men afoot, since two and two make four;
And horses are quicker than men afoot, since two and two make four;
And horses have four legs, and men have two legs, and
two into four goes twice.
And nothing over except our lesson — and very cheap at the price.
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It was our fault, and our very great fault — and now we must turn
it to use.
We have forty million reasons for failure, but not a single excuse.
So the more we work and the less we talk the better results
we shall get —
We have had an Imperial lesson; it may make us an Empire yeti
In "The Old Men," a blast against the war office, Kipling places the
blame for the Boer War squarely on the shoulders of the elderly statesmen
who were guiding England's destiny at that time. He stresses the fact
that the "old men" sat around talking, discussing, and collaborating, at
a time when their places should have been filled by younger men. If Eng-
land hopes to avert future defeats, she must get young statesmen, he says.
This is our lot if we live so long and labour unto the end ~
That we outlive the impatient years and the muoh too patient friend;
And because we know we have breath in our mouth and think we have
thoughts in our head
,
We shall assume that we are alive, whereas we are really dead.
We shall not acknowledge that old stars fade or brighter planets
arise
(That the sere bush buds or the desert blooms or the ancient well-
head dries).
Or any new compass wherewith new men adventure 'neath new skies.
We shall lift up the ropes that constrained our youth, to bind on
our children's hands;
We shall call to the water below the bridges to Return and replenish
our lands;
We shall harness horses (Death's own pale horses) and scholarly
plough the sands.
• • • •
We shall pick out and discuss and dissect, and evert and extrude
to our mind
,
The flaccid tissues of long-d6ad issues offensive to God and man-
kind —
(Precisely like vultores over an ox that the Army has left behind).
• •M
The Lamp of our Youth will be utterly out, but we shall subsist on
the smell of it;
And whatever we do, we shall fold our hands and suok our gums and
think well of it.
Yes, we shall be perfectly pleased with our work, and that is the
Perfectest Hell of itl
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This is our lot if we live so long and listen to those v/ho love us —
That we are shunned by the people about and shamed by the Power above
us.
"Wherefore be free of your harness betimes; but, being free, be
assured
,
That he who hath not endured to the death, from his birth he hath
never endured 1
There is a hint here of the future war for which Kipling was trying to pre-
pare. He earnestly hoped that the food for thought which the Boers had
given would be digested and assimilated. Unfortunately, in 1902 no one
listened to him. It was almost twelve years later that the rest of England
sensed the real danger.
After any war there is bound to be a lingering hatred between the
two factions that have been opposing each other, and it was to dissolve
this bitterness that Kipling wrote "The Settler. M He tried to show that
the past must be forgotten and that oonqueror and oonquered must clasp
hands and think of the future. There is nothing of imbedded hatred,
nothing of revenge, here; instead it is a note of forgiveness and peaoe
after strife. It seems to the writer that only in these lines does Kip-
ling deviate from the course which he has set in the poems
Prosper the work of our hands.
That we may feed Yrith our land’s food
The folk of all our land si
In these lines he puts a reason for all the sweetness and light: to feed
England. For the writer, the beautiful picture of the twro former foes
clasping hands and bending their backs to the plow, shown in the rest of
the poem, is somewhat clouded by the mercenary implication in the three
lines quoted. It is not, of course, amiss with Kipling’s usual thought
but it does strike a slightly discordant note in this particular poem.
Certainly his message that the past was over and that the future was para-
mount for both sides was a good one for England to receive at that time.
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The Settler
Here, where my fresh-turned furrows run.
And the deep soil glistens red,
I will repair the wrong that was done
To the living and the dead.
Here, where the senseless bullet fell.
And the barren shrapnel burst,
I will plant a tree, I will dig a well.
Against the heat and the thirst.
Here, in a large and sunlit land,
Where no wrong bites to the bone,
I will lay my hand in my neighbour's hand.
And together we will atone
For the set folly and the red breach
And the black waste of it all;
Giving and taking counsel each
Over the cattle -kraal.
Here will we join against our foes —
The hailstroke and the storm.
And the red and rustling cloud that blows
The locust's mile-deep swarm.
Frost and murrain and flood let loose
Shall launch us side by side
In the holy wars that have no truce
'Twixt seed and harvest-tide.
• • • •
Bless then. Our God, the new-yoked plough
And the good beasts that draw.
And the bread we eat in the sweat of our brow
According to Thy Law.
After us cometh a multitude —
Prosper the work of our hands.
That we may feed with our land's food
The folk of all our land si
Here, in the waves and the troughs of the plains,
Vftiere the healing stillness lies.
And the vast, benignant sky restrains
And the long days make wise —
Bless to our use the rain and the sun
And the blind seed in its bed.
That we may repair the wrong that was done
To the living and ihe dead!
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Warning of Weaknesses and Doubt as to the Future
In 1901 Queen Victoria died, and as she was almost the sole link
between Britain and her far-flung dominions, she had grown to symbolize
something very dear to the hearts of her countrymen. Her passing marked
the end of an era. After the Boer War ling’s popularity began to wane.
possibly beoause, as Mr. Falls puts it: "The voice of Mr. Kipling as a
national leader has never changed its message. He would not shout with
the crowd, so the crowd has for a time refused to follow him."
Lord Roberts was busy warning England of the growing danger across
the channel, and behind him was Kipling doing it even more effectively in
verse. To defend and preserve this Empire so dearly obtained became his
watchword
•
Even the English soldier, the "irregular discharged" after the war,
was a sad man, sensing something slightly stale and worn out when he re-
turned to England. To show this, the writer is quoting the last two
stanzas from "Chant-Pagan," in which Kipling is saying that smug England
must awake to the fact that all is not perfect within her little king-
Me that ’ave followed my trade
In the place where the Lightnin’s are made;
'Twixt the Rains and the Sun and the Moon —
Me that lay down an* got up
Three years with the sky for my roof —
That 'ave ridden my 'unger an* thirst
Six thousand raw mile on the hoof,
With the Vaal and the Orange for oup.
An’ the Brandwater Basin for dish, —
Oh! it's 'ard to be ’ave as they wish
(Too 'ard, an' a little too soon).
I'll 'ave to think over it first —
if Op. cit. p. '202
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(The soldier is referring to the faot that England expects him to change
immediately and adapt himself to her ways, after his sojourn in Africa.)
I will arise an* get ’once —
I till trek South and make sure
If it's only my fancy or not
That the sunshine of England is pale.
And the breezes of England are stale.
And there’s somethin’ gone small with the lot.
For I_ know of a sun an’ a wind.
An’ some plains and a mountain be'ind.
An' some graves by a barb-wire fence.
An' a Dutchman I've fought 'oo might give
Me a job were I ever inclined
To look in an’ offsaddle an’ live
Where there’s neither a road nor a tree —
But only my Maker an' me.
And I think it will kill me or cure.
So I think I will go there and see.
Mel
These same smug Englanders believed that their country was as eter-
nal as the hills, and when it seemed possible that conscription might be
authorized they begrudged the compulsory year of service to their land.
In 'The Islanders” Kipling becomes caustic at times, even hitting at
the traditions almost sacred to an Englishman in the lines:
Then ye contented your souls
With the flannelled fools at the wicket or the muddied oafs at
the goals.
Concerning the crying need for compulsory military servioe he
says:
and what is your boasting worth
If ye grudge a year of service to the lordliest life on earth:
Ancient, effortless, ordered, cycle on cycle set.
Life so long untroubled, that ye who inherit forget
It was not made with the mountains, it is not one with the deep.
Men, not gods, devised it. Men, not gods, must keep.
He hints broadly at the fact that England has enemies -- many of them —
who would soon encroach upon her territories and warns her to wake up
from her self-complacent dream and arm herself for the imminent battle.
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"The Song of the Old Guard," written after the Boer War, tells
on the surface of the good times ahead after the strife, but the last
stanza indicates that while England is sleeping there is still an
"Armageddon’ 1 to be met. Because there i_s an England does not mean that
there always will be, he says.
"Know this, my brethren. Heaven is dear
And all the clouds are gone —
The Proper Sort shall flourish now.
Good times are coming on” —
The evil that was threatened late
To all of our degree.
Hath passed in discord and debate.
And
,
Hey then up go we I
• • • t
Our doorways that, in time of fear.
We opened overwide
Shall softly close from year to year
Till all be purified;
For though no fluttering fan be heard
Nor chaff be seen to flee —
The Lord shall winnow the Lord's Preferred —
And, Hey then up go we !
• • • •
Then come, my brethren, and prepare
The candlesticks and bells.
The scarlet, brass, and badger's hair
"Wherein our Honour dwells.
And straintly fence and strictly keep
The ark’s integrity
Till Armageddon break our sleep ...
And, Hey then up go we l
Likewise, in "The Palace," Kipling tries to show that England is
not eternal. He unearths a "nineveh" or "Tyre" and discovers the words
of an anoient ruler who, although once thinking he was supreme, was in
time forgotten — he and all his kingdom. The warning to England is
obvious.
When I was a King and a Mason — a Master proven and skilled ~
I cleared me ground for a Palaoe such as a King should build.
I decreed and dug down to my levels. Presently, under the silt.
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I came on the v/reok of a Palace suoh as a King had built*
There was no worth in the fashion — there was no wit in the plan --
Hither and thither, aimless, the ruined footings ran —
Masonry, brute, mishandled, but carven on every stone:
"After me cometh a Builder. Tell him, I too have known*"
Swift to my use in my trenches, where my well-planned ground-
works grew,
I tumbled his quoins and his ashlars, and cut and reset them
anew'.
Lime I milled of his marbles; burned it, slacked it, and spread;
Taking and leaving at pleasure the gifts of the humble dead.
Yet I despised not nor glorified; yet, as we wrenched them
apart,
I read in the razed foundations the heart of that builder's heart.
As he had risen and pleaded, so did I understand
The form of the dream he had followed in the face of the thing
he had planned.
In "The Dykes" Kipling takes up the oase of defenses raised by wary
forefathers and the time when the sons forgot the dangers. The poem is
a parable intended to rouse a nation too well satisfied with a sense of
national security.
We have no heart for the fishing, we have no hand for the oar —
All that our fathers taught us of old pleases us now no more.
All that our own hearts bid us believe we doubt where we do not
deny —
The re is no proof in the bread we eat or rest in the toil we ply.
Look you, our foreshore stretches far through sea-gate, dyke, and
groin —
Made land all, that our fathers made, where the flats and the
fairway join.
They forced the sea a sea-league back* They died, and their work
stood fast.
We were bom to peace in the lee of the dykes, but the time of our
peace is past.
Far off, the full tide clambers and slips, mouthing and testing all.
Nipping the flanks of the water-gates, baying along the wall;
Turning the shingle, returning the shingle, changing the set of
the sand
. » .
We are too far from the beach, men say, to know how the outworks
stand
.
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So we oorae down, uneasy, to look; uneasily pacing the beach
These are the dykes our fathers made: we have never known a breach.
Time and again has the gale blown by and we were not afraid;
Now we oome only to look at the dykes — at the dykes our fathers
made.
O'er the marsh where the homesteads cov;er apart the harried sun-
light flies.
Shifts and considers, wanes and recovers, scatters and sickens
and dies —
An evil ember bedded in ash — a spark blown west by the wind —
We are surrendered to night and the sea — the gale and the tide
behind l
At the bridge of the lower saltings the cattle gather and blare.
Roused by the feet of running men, dazed by the lantern glare.
Unbar and let them away for their lives — the levels drown as they
stand
,
Where the flood-wash forces the sluices aback and the ditches deli-
ver inland.
Ninefold deep to the top of the dykes the galloping breakers stride.
And their overcarried spray is a sea — a sea on the landward side.
Coming, like stallions they paw with their hooves, going they snatch
with their teeth*
Till the bents and the furze and the sand are dragged out, and the old-
time hurdles beneath.
Bid men gather fuel for fire, the tar, the oil and the tow —
Flame we shall need, not smoke, in the dark if the riddled sea-
hanks go*
Bid the ringers watch in the tower (who knows how the dawn shall
prove?)
Each with his rope between his feet and the trembling bells above.
Now we can only wait till the day, wait and apportion our shame.
These are the dykes our fathers left, but we would not look to the
same.
Time and again were we warned of the dykes, time and again we de-
layed:
Now, it may fall, we have slain our sons, as our fathers we have
betrayed.
Kipling is definitely trying, in this poem, to warn England against
a false sense of safety. Just because the dykes were made by the fore-
fathers and have stood for years, it does not follow that they will always
protect the land against the onrush of the wild sea; this is his way of
saying that simply because England has endured gloriously for oenturies
oe
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she need not necessarily always do so. He pictures the inlanders coming
to the beach, standing on the dykes, and surveying the situation. They
finally do realize that all is not well, and that their sons my die
trying to preserve what their fathers built for them. It is Kipling’s
cry to defend England and be wary of not too distant enemies, but his cry
was not heeded
*V
.
CHAPTER IV
THE WORLD WAR
A Voioe Crying in the Wilderness
There is no definite break between the second and third periods
in Kipling’s imperialistic works; rather the one blends easily into
the other. Kipling had felt, even before the Boer War, that there
were grave dangers threatening England from the continent; and as has
been previously stated he used the weaknesses which the Boer War dis-
closed in a vain attempt to rouse the complacent Englishmen to a sense
of their peril. In his addresses, in his stories, and in his poetry,
he constantly preached the doctrine of keeping fit; over and over again
he spoke of the "Armageddon" which was approaohing. This was interpreted
at various times as being the Russian threat to India, but most writers
are confident that it was to a war with Germany that he referred.
Against Germany
Rudyard Kipling, who lived to be seventy but who did his best
work before he was thirty-five, continuously scolded the English in
verse and urged oonsoription for the Big Y/ar which he could see in the
near future. "Prepare for Armageddon," was his cry, but they only
laughed at him.
Even as early as 1890 Kipling voiced his distrust of the Kaiser,
whose scheme for international legislation seemed aimed at English in-
terests (especially industry), in " An Imperial Resoript" whioh begins:
-68-
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Now this is the tale of the Counoil the German Kaiser decreed.
To ease the strong of their burden, to help the weak in their
need
,
Ke sent word to the peoples, who struggle, and pant, and sweat.
That the straw might be counted fairly and the tally of bricks
be set.
And the young King said: — "I have found it, the road to the rest
ye seek:
The strong shall wait for the weary, the hale shall halt for the
weak:
With the even tramp of an army where no man breaks from the line.
Ye shall march to peace and plenty in the bond of brother-hood —
_ • (
W
sign.
The Lords of Their Hands assembled. From the East and the West
they drew —
Baltimore, Lille, and Essen, Brummagem, Clyde, and Crewe.
And some were black from the furnace, and some were brown from the
soil.
And some were blue from the dye-vat; but all were wearied of toil.
Then, just as the tired people are about to sign, the laugh of a maiden
is heard through the oounoil-hall. Each delegate thinks of his own
wife or sweetheart, and then the Yankee speaks (note Kipling’s choice of
nationality in this instancel ) 1
"There’s a girl in Jersey City who works on the telephone;
We're going to hitch our horses and dig for a house of our own.
With gas and water connections, and steam-hat through to the top;
And, W. Hohenzollern, I guess I shall work till I drop."
Then the others begin to think more clearly, and finally:
They passed one resolution: - "Your sub-oommittee believe
You can lighten the curse of Adam when you've lifted the curse of
Eve.
But till we are built like the angels — with hammer and chisel
and pen,
We will work for ourselves and a woman, for ever and ever, amen."
It is this same Emperor William who is said to have uttered a Kipling-
like statement soon after the World War began, when he said to his army:
"Remember you are the ohosen people. The spirit of the Lord has descen-
ded upon me because I am the emperor of the Germans."

70
Germany proposed, very early in the twentieth oentury, that ling-
land help her in a naval demonstration to collect debts from Venezxiela,
according to the explanation appearing with the poem "The Rowers;" and
this poem professes to be the song of the English seamen involved in
the exhibition. Kipling pretends that England has agreed to this naval
alliance, and apparently quotes the disgruntled oarsmen. The cry is that
the Germans have been against England for years and have blamed her for
everything wrong that has ever happened; but now the two nations are
supposed to join forces 1 If Kipling referred to the Germans in 1902
as the "shameless Huns," what savage term would he apply to them in 1942?
Stanzas from "The Rowers" are quoted:
The banked oars fell an hundred strong.
And backed and threshed and ground.
But bitter was the rowers' song
As they brought the war-boat round.
They had no heart for the rally and roar
That makes the whale-bath smoke --
Yiihen the great blades oleave and hold and leave
As one on the racing stroke.
They sang: — "What reckoning do you keep.
And steer her by what star.
If we come unscratched from the Southern deep
To be wrecked on a Baltic bar?
'Last night you swore our voyage vjas done.
But seaward still we go.
And you tell us now of a secret vow
You have made with an open foej
"That we must lie off a lightless coast
And haul and back and veer.
At the will of the breed that have wronged us most
For a year and a year and a yearl
"There was never a shame in Christendie
They laid not to our door —
And you say we must take the winter sea
And sail with them once more?
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"Look South! The gale is scarce o'er past
That stripped and laid us down.
When we stood forth but they stood fast
And prayed to see us drown.
’’Our dead they mocked are scarcely cold.
Our wounds are bleeding yet —
And you tell us now that our strength is sold
To help them press for a debt!
"'Neath all the flags of all mankind
That use upon the seas,
Yfes there no other fleet to find
That you strike hands with these?
"Of evil times that men can ohoose
On evil fate to fall.
What brooding Judgment let you loose
To pick the worst of all?
"In sight of peace — from the Narrow Seas
O’er half the world to run —
With a cheated crew - to league anew
Yfith the Goth and the shameless Hun!"
In "For all We Have and Are," Kipling writes of the Hun at the
gate and tries to show his countrymen of the horror that will be theirs
unless this foe is conquered. The last stanza seems particularly per-
tinent today with conditions so analagous to those of 1914.
For all we have and are.
For all our children's fate.
Stand up and take the war.
The Hun is at the gate!
Our world has passed away
In wantonness o'erthrown.
There is nothing left to-day
But steel and fire and stone!
Though all we knew depart.
The old Commandments stand: —
"in courage keep your heart.
In strength lift up your hand."
• • • •
No easy hope or lies
Shall bring us to our goal.
But iron sacrifice
Of body, will, and soul.
There is but one task for all —
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One life for each to give*
TIVhat stands if Freedom fall?
Who dies if England live?
In "The Outlaws’* he voioes the same contempt for those who so care-
lessly broke their oaths. There is a feeling of surprise, in addition
to disgust, at the German treatment of the world. The poem is as follows
Through learned and laborious years
They set themselves to find
Fresh terrors and undreamed-of fears
To heap upon mankind
•
All that they drew from Heaven above
Or digged from earth beneath.
They laid into their treasure-trove
And arsenals of death:
While, for well-weighed advantage sake.
Ruler and ruled alike
Built up the faith they meant to break
When the fit hour should strike
•
They traded with the careless earth,
And good return it gave;
They plotted by their neighbour’s hearth
The means to make him slave.
When all was ready to their hand
They loosed their hidden sword.
And utterly laid waste a land
Their oath was pledged to gij&rd.
Coldly they went about to raise
To life and make more dread
Abominations of old days.
That men believed were dead.
They paid the prioe to reach their goal
Aoross a world in flame;
But their own hate slew their own soul
Before that victory came.
In Favor of Franoe
Kipling traced the paths that France and England have followed
since they were parts of the Roman Empire; and although he admitted
that the two had fought from time to time, he felt that sooner or later
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they always joined forces again. It seems to the writer that he slight-
ly overdid the underlying friendship between the nations in the lines
from "France”:
Others held us for a while, but with weaker oharms
,
These we quitted at the call for each other’s arms.
But his purpose was obvious; France and England had need to unite at
that time against the common foe, Germany. The poem "France" runs:
Broke to every known mischance
,
lifted over all
By the light sane joy of life, the buckler of the Gaul;
Furious in luxury, merciless in toil.
Terrible with strength that draws from her tireless soil;
Strictest judge of her own worth, gentlest of man's mind.
First to follow Truth and last to leave old Truths behind —
Franoe, beloved of every soul that loves its fellow-kind
!
• • • •
"Where did you refrain from us or we refrain from you?
Ask the wave that has not watched war between us twoi
Others held us for a while
,
but with weaker charms.
These we quitted atithe call for each other's arms.
• • » •
Now we watoh the new years shape, wondering if they hold
Fiercer lightnings in their heart than we launched of old.
Now we hear new voices rise, question, boast or gird.
As we raged (remamberest thou?) when our crowds were stirred.
Now we oount new keels afloat, and new hosts on land.
Massed like ours (rememberest thou?) when our strokes were
planned
•
We were schooled for dear life's sake, to know each other’s
blade.
"What oan Blood and Iron make more than we have made?
We have learned by keenest use to know each other's mind.
What shall Blood and Iron loose that we cannot bind?
We who swept each other’s coast, sacked eaoh other’s home.
Since the sword of Brennus clashed on the scales at Rome,
Listen, count and close again, wheeling girth to girth.
In the linked and steadfast guard set for peace on earthj
Poems of the War
Kipling was immensely stirred by the World War, and wrote many
poems based on the idea that in order to preserve the empire it would
be necessary to win the war. He wrote prolifically during this period.
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although the quality of his expression is not to be compared with that
of earlier periods, at least in the writer’s opinion. Parts of six
poems showing the importance of winning the war are quoted here.
The thought expressed in "Big Steamers" is given in the form of
conversation between the Steamers and a curious British subject, as
follows:
"Oh, where are you going to, all you big steamers.
With England’s own coal, up and down the salt seas?"
"We are going to fetch you your bread and your butter.
Your beef, pork, and mutton, eggs, apples, and oheese."
"And where will you fetch it from, all you Big Steamers,
And where shall I write you when you are away?"
"We fetch it from Melbourne, Quebec, and Vancouver —
Address us at Hobart, Hong-Kong, and Bombay."
"But if anything happened to all you Big Steamers,
And suppose you were wrecked up and down the salt sea?"
"Then you’d have no coffee or bacon for breakfast.
And you’d have no muffins or toast for your tea."
Then the questioner says that he will pray for fine weather and build
lofty lighthouses.
"Then what can I do for you, all you Big Steamers,
Oh, what can I do for your comfort and good?"
Send out your big warships to watch your big waters.
That no one may stop us from bringing you food.
"For the bread that you eat and the biscuits you nibble.
The sweets that you suck and the joints that you carve.
They are brought to you daily by all us Big Steamers —
And if anyone hinders our coming you’ll starve 1"
British extent is indicated in the reference to food’s being
brought from Melbourne
,
Quebec, and other places. The Steamers bring
out the fact that England can live at this desperate time only if her
fleet is strong and the seas, "your big waters," kept open for English
ships. That the supremacy of the English navy is paramount to Britain’s
existence is clearly indicated in this poem.
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In "A Song in Storm" Kipling proudly gives the war-cry that God
is on the side of the English, and even though at times the turn of a
battle may seem unfavorable to Britain eventually she will win because
even the oceans are fighting on "our side." He also brings out the
point that defeat is not disgrace, as it is only temporary; but turning
back or running away is sure disaster.
Be well assured that on our side
The abiding oceans fight.
Though headlong wind and heaping tide
Hake us their sport to-night.
By force of weather, not of war.
In jeopardy we steer:
Then welcome Fate's discourtesy
‘Whereby it shall appear.
How in all time of our distress.
And our deliverance too.
The game is more than the player of the game.
And the ship is more than the c rev/
1
Out of the mist into the mirk
The glimmering combers roll.
Almost these mindless waters v.rork
As though they had a soul —
Almost as though they leagued to whelm
Our flag beneath their green:
Then welcome Fate's discourtesy
Whereby it shall be seen, etc.
Ho matter though our decks be swept
And mast and timber crack —
We can make good all loss except
The loss of turning back.
So, 'twist these Devils and our deep
Let courteous trumpets sound.
To welcome Fate's discourtesy
Whereby it will be found, etc.
Be well assured, though in our power
Is nothing left to give
But chance and plaoe to meet the hour.
And leave to strive to live.
Till these dissolve our Order holds.
Our Servioe binds us here.
Then welcome Fate's discourtesy
Whereby it is made clear, eto.
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A widow is humming "The Song of the Lathes" as she works. Fre-
quently the thought is suggested that she is in industry in order that
there may be guns and more guns for those who need them in Flanders.
Kipling is showing the thoughts of the women during the war and inci-
dentally is suggesting how much help they can give in other ways than
just to "stand and wait."
The fans and the beltings they roar round me.
The power is shaking the floor round me.
Till the lathes pick up their duty and the midnight-shift
takes over.
It is good for me to be herel
Guns in Flanders -- Flanders guns
!
(i had a man that worked 'em oncei)
Shells for guns in Flanders, Flanders!
Shells for guns in Flanders, Flanders!
Shells for guns in Flanders! Feed the guns!
• • • •
The Zeppelins and Goths they raid over us.
Our lights give warning, and fade over us.
(Seven thousand women keeping quiet in the darkness!)
Oh, it's good for me to be here!
Guns in Flanders — Flanders guns!
(i had a son that worked 'em once!)
Shells for guns in Flanders, Flanders!
Shells for guns in Flanders, Flanders!
Shells for guns in Flanders! Feed the guns!
The "Lowestoft Boat," one of the east coast patrols, has a motley
crew drawn from various walks of life. Each man has a particular quali-
ty which makes him well adapted to fighting, and each is fearless in the
sight of death; so, as Kipling says, he's "sorry for Fritz when they all
come a-rovin'."
In Lowestoft a boat was laid
,
Mark well what I do say!
And she has built for the herring-trade.
But she has gone a-rovin', a-rovin', a-rovin'.
The Lord knows where!
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Her skipper was mate of a bucko ship
Which always killed one man per trip.
So he is used to rovin', etc.
Her mate was skipper of a chapel in Wales,
And so he fights in topper and tails --
Religi-ous tho' rovin', etc.
Her engineer is fifty-eight.
So he's prepared to meet his fate.
Which ain't unlikely rovin', etc.
Her leading-stoker's seventeen.
So he don't know what the Judgments mean.
Unless he cops 'em rovin', eto.
Her cook was chef in the Lost Dogs' Home,
Mark well what I do sayl
And I'm sorry for Fritz when they all come
A-rovin'
,
a-rovin'
,
a-rovin'
,
and a-rovin*
,
Round the North Sea rovin'
,
The Lord knows wherej
That the English are slow to anger but very terrible when roused
is the thought in "The Beginnings." England, once elevated to a fight-
ing pitch, will of course win, says Kipling, for "Time shall count
from the date that the English began to hate."
It was not part of their blood.
It came to them, very late
With long arrears to make good.
When the English began to hate.
They were not easily moved.
They were icy-willing to wait
Till every oount should be proved.
Ere the English began to hate.
Their voices were even and low.
Their eyes were level and straight.
There was neither sign nor show,
"When the English began to hate.
• • • •
It was not suddenly bred.
It will not swiftly abate.
Through the chill years ahead.
When Time shall count from the date
That the English began to hate.
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CHAPTER V
POST-WAR PERIOD
Introduction
Although Kipling recovered from his illness when pneumonia nearly
took him in 1899, and although a certain amount of talent remained,
his genius seems to have deserted him. J. J. Reilly says of this
1/
later period in Kipling’s life:
"He remained on his eminence, afar and aloof, to become in
time a name rather than a reality. Now and then the mists about
his summit lifted for a moment and it was whispered that seme-
one had a glimpse of him; occasionally he broke silence in verse
or prose, but the ring of the voice, the magic of the words, were
gone.”
Bitterness After the War
It was not only because of the loss of his son John, who enlisted
in the Irish Guards at sixteen and died soon afterward, but also be-
cause of what he felt had been needless human waste that Kipling felt
such bitterness after the World War and such hatred for the people who
had involved the world in the loss.
In "The Children" are sensed desolation and anger because of the
wages of war. One of the saddest things about war is that, while it is
the old graybeards who meet in solemn counoil to decide the fate of na-
tions, the faces of those found dead on the battlefields are nearly all
those of boys. Kipling of course realized this, the more because of his
own personal loss. The feeling of hatred for the leaders, sensed in
l/ J. "J. Reilly, "Kipling, an Estimate," Commonweal (April 10, 1936)
23: p. 657.
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this poem, is natural enough to understand.
In the line "Their bodies were all our defence while we wrought
our defences," is revealed Kipling’s anger at England for not being
prepared for this conflict about which he had been preaching in verse
for so many years.
These were our children who died for our lands: they were dear
in our sight.
We have only the memory left of their home-treasured sayings
and laughter.
The price of our loss shall be paid to our hands, not another’s
hereafter.
Neither the Alien nor Priest shall deoide on it. That is our
right.
But who shall return us the children?
At the hour the Barbarian chose to disclose his pretences.
And raged against Man, they engaged, on the breasts that they
bared for us.
The first felon-stroke of the sword he had long-time prepared
for us —
Their bodies were all our defence while we wrought our defences.
• • • •
"My Boy Jack" is a more cheerful poem, even though Jack is dead
and his mother asks for him in vain. Kipling feels that she should feel
proud to have had a son who so fearlessly gave his life and that her
pride should overshadow her grief.
"Have you news of my boy Jaok?"
Not this tide.
"When d'you think that he'll come back?"
Not with this wind blowing, and this tide.
"Has any one else had word of him?"
Not this tide.
For what is sunk will hardly swim.
Not with this wind blowing, and this tide.
"Oh, dear, what oomfort can I find?"
None this tide.
Nor any tide.
Except he did not shame his kind —
Not even with that wind blowing, and that tide.
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Then hold your head up all the more.
This tide.
And every tide;
Because he was the son you bore.
And gave to that wind blowing and that tidel
Kipling’s ’’Epitaphs of the bar" are sharp, terse, and self-explana-
tory. A few showing the horror and grim tragedy of the war are quoted
here.
Equality of Sacrifice
A, "I was a Have." B. "I was a ‘have-not.'"
( Together .) "V.hat hast thou given which I gave not?"
A Servant
We were together since the bar began.
He v/as my servant — and the better man.
Bombed in London
On land and sea I strove with anxious care
To escape conscription. It v/as in the airl
The Sleepy Sentinel
Faithless the watch that I kept: now I have none to keep.
I was slain because I slept: now I am slain I sleep.
Let no man reproach me again, whatever watch is unkept —
I sleep because I am slain. They slew me because I slept.
Batteries Out of Ammunition
If any mourn us in the workshop, say
We died because the shift kept holiday.
A Dead Statesman
I could not dig; I dared not rob;
Therefore I lied to please the mob.
Now all my lies are proved untrue
And I must face the men I slew,
What tale shall serve me here among
Mine angry and defrauded young?
«-
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Evan though his sentiments were fierce and bitter, Kipling longed
for all war to cease and for the memory of terror and tragedy to be
lifted forever, if such a thing could ever oome to pass. This feeling
is shown in "Rebirth." The first stanza is far more stirring than the
subsequent ones, in the opinion of the writer.
If any God should say
"I will restore
The world her yesterday
Whole as before
My Judgments blasted it" — who would not lift
Heart, eye, and hand in passion o’er the gift?
If any God should will
To wipe from mind
The memory of this ill
Which is mankind
In soul and substance now — who would not bless
Even to tears His loving-tenderness?
If any God should give
Us leave to fly
These present deaths we live.
And safely die
In those lost lives we lived ere we were born —
What man but would not laugh the excuse to scorn?
• • • •
Back to England
The Beauty of the Countryside — This is the theme of a number
of Kipling’s later poems written after he had roamed all over the globe.
G. K. Chesterton felt that Kipling knewthe world and was a man of the
1/
world but that in his cosmopolitanness there was a weakness. He says:
"He has been to England many times; he has stopped there for long visits.
But he does not belong to it, or to any place ...."
l/ G. K. Chests ibon, Heretics. John Lane Company, New York, 1905,
p. 47.
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In the writer’s opinion, although Kipling saw much beauty and some
good wherever he roamed throughout the empire, it was certainly England
that held first place in his affeotions during his last years. His fa-
mous description of England found in the preface to "Puck of Pook's Hill"
voices the old thought that England is just a bit better than any other
plaoe. It is evident in the lines:
She is not common Earth,
Water or wood or air.
But Merlin's Isle of Gramarye,
Where you and I will fare.
Another poem written after much travel, which gives praise and honor
to the land of his fathers, is "A Charm." In this poem he shows the su-
periority of English soil and hints at the great healing powers resulting
from stepping foot on English land onoe more, healing to both body and
spirit.
Take of English earth as much
As either hand may rightly clutch.
In the taking of it breathe
Prayer for all who lie beneath.
Not the great nor well-bespoke.
But the mere uncounted folk
Of whose life and death is none
Report or lamentation.
Lay that earth upon thy heart.
And thy sickness shall departi
It shall sweeten and make whole
Fevered breath and festered soul.
It shall mightily restrain
Over-busied hand and brain.
It shall ease thy mortal strife
'Gainst the Immortal woe of life.
Till thyself, restored, shall prove
By what grace the Heavens do move.
Take of English flowersthese —
Spring's full-faced primroses.
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Summer's wild wide-hearted rose.
Autumn's wall-flower of the close.
And, thy darkness to illume.
Winter's bee-thronged ivy-bloom.
Seek and serve them where they bide
From Candlemas to Christmas-tide,
For these simples, used aright.
Can restore a failing sight.
These shall cleanse and purify
Webbed and inward-turning eye;
These shall show thee treasure hid
,
Thy familiar fields amidj
And reveal (which is thy need)
Every man a King indeed}
'’Recall,” a twenty-line poem, voices pride in England in a quiet,
passive tone; it is not the blatant boasting of the young Kipling.
Rather it possesses simplicity and dignity and expresses a thought simi
lar to that of Alice Duer Miller in her ’’Yfoite Cliffs,” that of: "I am
England; eventually all my children and foster-children will return to
me and be glad to remain.”
I am the land of their fathers.
In me the virtue stays.
I will bring back my children.
After certain days.
Under their feet in the grasses
My clinging magic runs.
They shall return as strangers.
They shall remain as sons.
Over their heads in the branches
Of their new-bought, ancient trees,
I weave an inoantation
And draw them to my knees.
Scent of smoke in the evening.
Smell of rain in the night —
The hours, the days and the seasons.
Order their souls aright;
'll
.
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Till I make plain the meaning
Of all my thousand years —
Till I fill their hearts with knowledge.
While I fill their eyes with tears.
Once Kipling was in India and the garden was in full bloom, but
he was sick at heart — sick with longing for England. In the home-
sick poem "In Springtime" he shows the nostalgia for the sturdy pines,
the hawk nests, and the jackdaws, at a time when all he could see was
the luxurianoe of tropical splendor. A few lines from the poem are:
I am sick of endless sunshine, sick of blossom-burdened
bough.
Give me back the leafless woodlands where the winds of
Springtime range —
Give me back one day in England, for it’s Spring in Eng-
land nowl
Through the pines the gusts are booming, o’er the brown fields
blowing ohill.
From the furrow of the ploughshare streams the fragrance
of the loam.
And the hawk nests on the cliffside and the jackdaw in the hill.
And my heart is back in England 'mid the sights and sounds
of Home.
"The Broken Men" also shows the effect England has on her sons
and daughters j even though they are removed to far-distant ports, they never
can seem to get her out of their blood.
For things we never mention.
For Art misunderstood —
For excellent intention
That did not turn to good;
From ancient tales renewing.
From clouds we would not clear —
Beyond the Law’s pursuing
We fled, and settled here.
Day long the diamond weather,
The high, unaltered blue —
The smell of goats and inoense
And the mule -bells tinkling through.
Day long the warder ocean
That keeps us from our kin.
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And once a month our levee
"When the English mail comes in*
Yife sail o’ nights to England
And join our smiling Boards —
Our wives go in with Viscounts
And our daughters dance with Lords,
But behind our princely doings.
And behind each coup we malce,
Y/e feel there’s Something ’Waiting,
And — we meet It when we wake.
Ah GodJ One sniff of England —
To greet our flesh and blood —
To hear the traffic slufring
Once more through London mudj
Our towns of wasted honour —
Our streets of lost delight
l
How stands the Lord Warden?
Are Dover's cliffs still white?
Even though "Sussex" was written in 1902, it belongs in thought
with the poetry written after the World War, glorifying the beauty of
England. Kipling admits the beauty of other sections of England, but
places Sussex above all others and enumerates all her claims to this
superior position. He makes the reader see, hear, touch, and smell
England. The first and last stanzas — the best, to the writer’s way of
thinking — sum up the entire poem:
God gave all men all earth to love.
But since our hearts are small.
Ordained for each one spot should prove
Beloved over all;
That, as He watched Creation’s birth.
So we, in godlike mood,
May of our love create our earth
And see that it is good.
God gives all men all earth to love
But since man's heart is small.
Ordains for each one spot shall prove
Beloved over all.
Each to his choice, and I rejoice
The lot has fallen to me
In a fair ground — in a fair ground —
Yea, Sussex by the seal
A sermon on the subject of home could be developed from these and other
lines of the poem.
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Inward and Tender Patriotism — As Kipling grew older, his patriotism
became less proud and exultant and more inward and tender. Two poems
showing this inner conviction of England's greatness are "Norman and
Saxon” and "The Anvil,” both of which are quoted because they are com-
paratively little known to the general reading public.
In "Norman end Saxon” he shows the faults as well as the virtues of
his hardy forbears and in the words of the dying Baron very neatly pre-
sents a good character sketch of the English people of whom he is so
proud
.
"My son," said the Norman Baron, "I am dying, and you will be heir
To all the broad acres in England that William gave me for my share
When we conquered the Saxon at Hastings, and a nice little handful
it is.
But before you go over to rule it I want you to understand this: —
"The Saxon is not like us Normans. His manners are not so polite.
But he never means anything serious till he talks about justice and
right.
When he stands like an ox in the furrow with his sullen set eyes
on your own.
And grumbles, 'This isn't fair dealing,' my son, leave the Saxon
alone
.
"You can horsewhip your Gascony archers, or torture your Picardy
spears
j
But don't try that game on the Saxon; you 'll have the whole brood
round your ears.
From the richest old Thane in the county to the poorest chained
serf in the fi&ld.
They'll be at you and on you like hornets, and, if you are wise,
you will yield.
’But first you must master their language, their dialect, proverbs
and songs.
Don't trust any clerk to interpret when they come with the tale
of their wrongs.
Let them know that you know what they're saying; let them feel
that you know what to say.
Yes, even when you want to go hunting, hear 'em out if it takes
you all day.
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"They’ll drink every hour of the daylight and poach every hour
of the dark.
It’s the sport not the rabbits they're after (we've plenty of
game in the park)
.
Don’t hang them or cut off their fingers. That's wasteful as well
as unkind.
For a hard-bitten, South-oountry poacher makes the best man-at-arms
you can find.
"Appear with your wife and the children at their weddings and
funerals and feasts.
Be polite but not friendly to Bishops; be good to all poor parish
priests
.
Say 'we,' 'us,* and 'ours' when you’re talking, instead of 'you
fellows' and 'I.'
Don't ride over seeds; keep your temoer; and never you tell 'em
a lie!"
"The Anvil is expressive of the oare with which England was wrought
and the patienoe with which she has been molded.
The Anvil
(Norman Conquest, 1066)
England's on the anvil — hear the hammers ring —
Clanging from the Severn to the Tyne
l
Never was a blacksmith like our Norman Xing —
England's being hammered, hammered, hammered into linei
England's on the anvil. Heavy are the blows!
(But the work will be a marvel when it's done)
Little bits of Kingdoms oannot stand against their foes.
England's being hammered, hammered, hammered into one.
There shall be one people — it shall serve one Lord —
(Neither Priest nor Baron shall escape!)
It shall have one speeoh and law, soul and strength and sword.
England's being hammered, hammered, hammered into shape!
A Final Plea for Fitness of the People
In his preface to a book called Through Isle and Empire, Kioling
1/
says:
"From the point of view of an inhabitant, I am specially de-
lighted with your tributes to the energy of the race, a thing which
1/ Vic amte Robert d'Humieres, Through Isle and Empire . Doubleday, Page
and Company, New York, 1905, p. ix.
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some of us at times to-day begin to doubt. There exists ~ I am
glad you did not see it -- an England "which, ruined by excess of
oomfort, has gone to sleep and, beoause it snores loudly, believes
that it is thinking."
Kipling never stopped hating the Germans and fearing for England's
ultimate safety, even after the Y/orld War, and Lowell Thomas writes as
1/
follows of Kipling's feeling for the Nazis:
"The Nazi regime revived his furious hatred of Germany. In
August, 1935, he wrote to the French novelist, Henry Bordeaux:
'The Boche has learned nothing from the last war and he has
suffered comparatively little from it.' Before that he had announ-
ced that in the future the swastika symbol, whioh had appeared on
the oovers of all authorized Kipling editions, would be removed."
In "The King's Task," a long war allegory, Kipling shows the ways
of the anoient Saxons and teaches the lesson that it is the king who
will help the people put old England to right after her many battles;
i.e., be sure to follow the leader! A few lines from the poem are:
'They jest at the sacred chariots, the robes and the gilded
staff.
"These things fill them with laughter, they lean on their
spears and laugh.
"The men grown old in the war-game, hither and thither they
range —
"And scorn and laughter together are sire and dame of
change;
"And change may be good or evil — but we know not what it
will bring
"Therefore our King must teach us. That is thy task, 0 King!"
The preface to "Land and Sea Tales" urges fitness and preparedness
of the English people in order that the nation may be strong and never
fall. A few lines from it are quoted:
To all to whom this little book may come —
Health for yourselves and those you hold most dear!
Content abroad, and happiness at home.
And — one grand Secret in your private ear: —
l/ Lowol'l' Thomas
,
Great Kipling Stories
,
Together With a Life of Rudyard
Kipling . John C. Winston Company, New York, 1936, p. 67.
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Nations have passed away and left no traces.
And History gives the naked cause of it ~
One single, simple reason in all cases;
They fell because their peoples were not fit.
• • • •
There is one lesson at all Times and Places —
One changeless Truth on all things changing writ.
For boys and girls, men, wanen, nations, races —
Be fit — be fit! And once again, be fit!
General Conclusion
Much of Kipling’s poetry, like that of Y/ordsworth, was not good;
but a few great poems will secure for him — as "Daffodils" did for
Wordsworth — a place with the immortals. His was the genius that
could write in the language of the Bible or of the man in the street;
he could "walk with kings" and not lose the "common touoh."
1/
Speaking of Kipling's last public appearance, Lowell Thomas says:
"His last public utterance was on the occasion of a dinner in the Guild-
hall during the celebration of the Jubilee of King George V. His sub-
ject was 'Our Empire, her peace, her power, and her security.' The gist
of it was that England should end her state of 'defended defenselessness.’"
Kipling's patriotism was a passion that shaped his life and formed
the nucleus for a great many of his poems, those of excellent, exquisite
workmanship as well as those of faulty construction and expression.
The writer has attempted, in this thesis, to draw upon the poetry freely
in order to show how Kipling gave utterance to imperialism — the
dominant mood of England in a glorious period of her history. In con-
\J Op. cit . p . 67
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elusion, the relation between Kipling and the empire has been expressed
i/
most aptly in a reoent magazine artiole:
"On a single day every news service cabled from London two
dispatches. One; of them, obviously inspired, spoke of the dis-
quiet felt in the British and French foreign offices over the
possible colonial effect of a victory by black Ethiopians over
white Italians. The other, in veiled language, announced that
Kipling was dying. But the first dispatch was in reality an
announcement that Kipling's world was already dead."
1f "K'ud yard Kipling," Christian Century (January 29, 1936) 53: p. 186
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